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Traffic Accident
Reported On Friday
An accident occurred Friday
at 11:10 a.m. on Poplar Street
at South Second Street, according to the report filed by the
investigating officers of the
Murray Police Department.
Police said a Dodge trucktrailer owned by the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company was parked headed East
on Poplar Street. The truck,
with no one in it, rolled over
a fire plug and then hit a
street sign and stop sign, according to the police report.
No damage was reported to
the truck.

Improved Murray Marks Up
Second Victory Of Season

The Murray High Tigers, the three on the next play, but
fielding an improved team cnce more a penalty put the
from last week, downed the ball back on the 10. Carroll
Henry County Patriots last night passed to Williams on the next
in a penalty laced game, 30 to play for the score with 6:24
0. The Tigers, still dogged by left in the half. Jimmy Branthe extra point blues, failed to don's run attempt failed.
tack on a single extra to their
Murray had the ball once
five touchdowns.
more on Henry County's 46 and
This is the first year of foot- McCuiston. Bran-don and Carball for the new consolidated
Henry County squad under (Continued on Page Eight)
Coach Jim Cullivan.
Henry
County threatened
twice during the encounter, but
failed to score on the Tigers
who marked up their second
victory for the season. Last
week they won over Fulton
County 41 to 2.
Murray's first score came
with 7:49 left in the first quarter on a Danny Carroll to Tripp
Williams pass. The Patriots had
About $70.00 or ;80.00 was
received but unable to move
they kicked out to their own stolen from Mrs. Dean Russell
47. Carroll and Porter, McCuis- of ..near Wisehart's Grocery on
The City Executive Commit- ton plugged to the 20 and Jim. -Friday afterna-arit—ieFor&ng
tee of the Calloway Democratic my Brandon bulled to the 16. Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
Party has the authority to name After another attempt at no
Mrs. Russell told the sheriff
a Democratic nominee to re- gain, Carroll passed to
that
two men who said they
Wilplace Preston W. Ordway, who liams for the TD. McCuiston were with the REA came to
died last month, to the Murray attempted to run • the extra her house and said they wanted her to help to measure for
City Council according to in- point.
formation received by Mrs. Joe
The Tigers racked up three a line to be buried under the
ground there.
B. Littleton, county chairman. scores in the second quarter.
While they were out of the
The city committee is comWith
6:48
left
in
the
half
Murray High School's Jimmy Brandon (41) bulled his way over the goal line for
posed of three members from Jimmy Brandon hit the line house one of the men went
a touchdown in second quarter action of the Murray-Henry County game
at Holland Stadium hers last night. Bill Cullivan (87) and an unidentified team mate
each city precinct, precincts one from the one to tally, but an back into the house and took
of the Henry County squad failed in their attempt to stop Brandon but the
TD was nullified because of an offsides penalty against the Tigers. Tripp
through six.
Williams (83) of Murray is watching the action.
offside penalty put Murray back the transmitter out of the teleFollowing are these members on the six. Brandon moved to phone and stole the money,
(Staff rote by Gene McCutchIMIII)
who will name the DOMI/1410-:
Mrs. Russell told the Sheriff.
One, Charlie Lassiter, Mrs. Jack
Mrs. Russell said one of the
men was about 50 and the
Kennedy, Jerome
Brandon;
Two, T. Sledd, Mrs. Ruth Blackother about 30 and they were
driving a maroon four door old
wood, Mike Holton; Three, Solon Bucy, Mrs. Opal Smith,
model car. One of the men was
United Press International
0. J. Jennings 111; Four Samof fair complexion, blue eye,
my Knight, Mrs. Joe Cowin,
and wearing a light tan shirt
Mrs. Sammy Knight; Five,
and orange pants, the sheriff
Fair and a bit warmer weathJames Overbey, Mrs. Joe Litsaid.
er will prevail throughout KenLater a repair man for the
tleton, Miss Isabell Ray; Six, Jonathan Welch, infant son of
tucky through Sunday with
Lew Wallace, Mrs. Thomas Sgt. and Mrs. Claude C. Welch, West Kentucky Rural Telehighs today in the 70s to mid
Hopkins, John Nutter. T h o se 505 South 13th Street, Murray, phone Exchange was called to
80s and lows tonight in the 50s
A newly formed United two sons, Williams Andrew and
named are the committeeman, died this morning at 12:10 at the home of Rube Byrd of Buchthe
One
hardest
working
of
northwest
to
low
60s.
Maury
Co., none of
Daughters of the Confederacy James Madison.
groups at Murray High School committee woman, and youth the Murray-Calloway County anan, Tenn., to replace a transwhom had any military training
chapter in Columbia, Tennessee
When the War Between The
Hospital.
mitter in his telephone, but
ver the past three weeks has representative respectively.
has been named for the grand- States broke out, Capt. Spark- Their few drills before departure
A. B. Crass was named by The baby was four hours old Byrd said nothing was missing.
teen
THREE
CITED
the
Championship
High.
were
held
on
the
square
at
Santa
father of J. Matt Sparkman man was engaged in the met.
Mrs. Mavis Linville of near
Stepping Black and Gold Band. the City Council in a recent at the time of his death.
Vice-President of Student Af- cantle business at Santa Fe with Fe,
Survivors are his parents, Buchanan, Tenn., reported that
The Band started working a meeting to fill the unexpired
Three persons were cited by
Frank H. Smith, writing in
fairs at Murray State Univer- his brother John. It was largely
1906, said that some in respects the Murray Police Department week before school started with term of Mr. Ordway. Crass is Sgt. and Mrs. Welch, and three two men came to her house,
sity.
through his efforts that Maury this
was one of the most in- yesterday and last night. They a heavy schedule beginning at a nominee of the party and will sisters, Claudia, Cynthia, and but they were unable to get
Mr. Sparkman is the son of County's only artillery company
teresting organizations of the were for reckless driving, 8 o'clock and continuing until assume office in January. He Patricia Welch, all of 505 South them out of the house and no
the late Williams Andrew was formed early in 1861.
Civil War, its principal claim to wrong way on one way street, 4 o'clock in the afternoon to will serve the unexpired term 13th Street, Murray; his grand- damage was reported at the
Sparkman of Murray. His grandThe Maury Light Artillery was distinction
of Mr. Ordway until that time. parents, Mrs. Vene Starling of Linville home, according to
being
its end vagrancy.
(Continued on Page Eight)
father was named James Madi- organized at Santa Fe, composed
The term of office in ques- Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr. and Sheriff Stubblefield.
son Sparkman.
mostly of farmer boys from (Continued on Page
Eight)
tion will be for a full term to Mrs. James M. Welch of Dayton,
Mr. Sparkman was the guest
begin in January. Thus far no Ohio.
of honor of the newly formed
independent or Republican can- Graveside services will be
UDC chapter and was the prindidate has indicated a desire held at the Murray Memorial
cipal speaker. The event was
to seek the full term which is Gardens this afternoon. The arheld in the Colonial Vine Hill
rangements are by the Max H.
now open.
home at Columbia. Mr. SparkChurchill Funeral Home.
man reviewed the Sparkman
Funeral services for Mrs.
family line from the first settHope Elizabeth Darr, native of
lers in North Carolina in the
Calloway County, were held Frifate 1600 to the present time.
day at three p. m. at the Roth
tie was accompanied on this
Funeral Chapel, Paducah, with
trip by Mrs. Sparkman.
Rev. David McMichael officiatThe home of a Route Five mainly to smoke and water
The full article which appearing. Burial was in the Mapleresident was saved from de- damage.
ed in the Columbia, Tennessee
lawn Cemetery there.
struction by fire Friday night
No one was at home when
rewspaper is printed below arau Assembly of the
Mrs. Darr, age 79, of Paduby the Murray Rescue Squad the fire started, but Mr. Branlong with a picture of Mr
members of the Christian Chur- ucah Route Seven, died Wedarid its new fire truck. Fire don arrived in time to detect
Sparkman's grandfather. Coch in District 16 will be held at nesday at 12:10 p. m. at the
damaged the attic and other the fire in its early stages. His
lumbia is located in Maury
the First Christian Church, Ben- Western Baptist Hospital, Paportions of the home of Mr. phone was out of service, apton, on Sunday, September 14, ducah.
County, Tennessee.
and Mrs. Glenn Brandon about parently due to the fire, and
at 2:30 p. m.
She had lived in McCracken
nine o'clock before firemen he drove to a neighbor's house
"Mission Imperatives of The County for the past
By Mrs. Charles Alexander
brought the blaze under con- to get help. His wife, Coral,
twenty
Church"
the
will
of
theme
be
Maury Historian and
years. She was a member of
trol.
and son, Glenn Jr., age 24,
the meeting with the message the Olivet Baptist Church,
President United Daughters
Neighbors had emptied the were at church when the blaze
and
to be brought by Don Normally, a member of the Mispah
of the Condederacy
house of practically all its con- occurred.
Chappresident
Kentucky
of
Asthe
ter of the Eastern Star in Pittstents before the fire truck ar- The neighbor drove to C,ounsociation of Christian Church burgh, Pa., and
rived and the loss was confined
the Paducah
Eight)
Page
(Continued
on
and minister of the Henderson Moose Lodge.
A photograph of Capt. James
Christian Church.
Madison Sparkman has come
Survivors are her husband,
home to Maury County after
The evening service at the Ellsworth Darr;
brother, Watmore than a hundred years ablocal Christian Church has been son Harmers of
Ohio; grandson,
cence.
cancelled for this Sunday due Ricky Darr of
Sharon, Pa.; sevto the district meeting.
eral nieces and nephews.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry
A copy of the original.
photograph was sent recently to
The Hazel Woman's Club held
the United Daughters of Conits first meeting of the new
SeptemSaturday,
A week jammed with campus be climaxed
federacy Chapter here which
club year on Thursday, Septemactivities will open the 1969-70 ber 20, when the Murray State ber 11, at seven p.m. at the
beers his name, by J. Matt
school year at Murray State Thoroughbreds meet the East- club room.
$parkman, dean of students,
ern Michigan Hurons in the
University.
Murray State College, Murray,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, past presiOpening with registration for first football game of the 1969 dent of the Kentucky FederaKentucky. Dean Sparkman is the
graduate and undergraduate season. Game time is 7:30 p.m. tion of Women's Club, was the
grandson of Capt. Sparkman.
Saturday and evening classes (SDT) at Cutchin Stadium.
James Madison (called J.
Calloway Circuit Court eters protect the country's one nunguest speaker. In her talk on
tomorrow at 8:30 a.m. in the
Matt) Sparkman was born in
Registration for sophomores, "Leadership", Mrs. Lowry said James Blalock this week became dred and two million auto drivJ. W. Carr Health Building, the juniars and seniors will begin at that leading is the art of de- the first public official issuing ers.
Maury County Jan. 25, 1833, and
school-opening activities will 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, Septem- veloping other people and that drivers license to cooperate in
"From here on every person
was the son of Williams aria
ber 17, in the Health Building a true leader is never in the a national program designed to applying for or renewing their
Elizabeth (Vestal) Sparkman of
FALSE ALARM
and will continue through the foreground. A true leader must
drivers license will be offered
Maury, and the grandson of
The National Standard Personfollowing day. Classes will be. give of himself to find true
William Sparkman,
JURY DUTY
al Medical Card" in the CalloRevolutionary Soldier and his
happiness and each has a reThe Murray Fire Department gin Friday. September 19.
•
way 4office, • said Blalock.
wife Roaannah (Williams)
sponsibility to his community,
answered a call this morning at
Among the highlights of the
According to James Blalock, -The program has been desiSparkman, early settlers of
Mrs. Lowry further said.
1:10 to 1612 Keeneland. The week
is the traditional PresiWilliamson Co. J Matt was
The club president, Mrs. Circuit Court Clerk, the jury gnated MEDICAL IDENTIFICA
fire call turned out to be a dent's Reception for incoming
married in 18S4 to Minerva Ann
by the American Medical
Hughes Bennett, presided and will not meet Monday, but will
CAPT. JAMES MADISON SPARKMAN
false alarro, aecordingt to the
meet Wednesday, Sepfember
hill and they were the partihts of
fire department records.
Eight)
Page
(Continued on
17, at 900 a.m.
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page light)

Money Stolen
From Woman
In County

Committee To
Name Council
Candidate

S

After More Than 100 Years:

Capt. James Sparkman Original
Photograph Returned to Maury

RATHER REpoRTITiger Band

Thrills Crowd
Last Night

Rescue Squad Saves
Club
Glenn Brandon Home Hazel
Has Meet

o

Infant Boy
Dies Today

Mrs. Hope E. Darr
Dies At Paducah

District Christian
Church Meeting To
Be Held At Benton

Activity Filled Week Opens
School Year At Murray State

James Blalock "Kicks Off"
Auto Drivers' Program
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which. In our opinion, are not for the best
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Death Claims Benton
Native Noel Jan

To Present
Talk At MSU

"The Prevention of Assaults
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., MOO on Women" will be the topic
litadiaon Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.. for thltree lectures to be preStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
sented at Mums, State University Friday, September 19, Miss
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Dalian Thte, dean of women at
Second Class Matter
the University, has announced.
SLTBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per
Presenting the lectures will
Month $1 52 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.50; be Frederick Storaska, Raleigh,
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions
$9.00. N. C., a nationally-recognized
researcher on assaults on wo"The °misleading Civic Asset of a Community is the
men and authority on methodS
lateatty a its Newspaper"
of prevention.
SATURDAY — SEPTEMBER 13, 1969

Bookworm
An
apparent effort to steal Harvard
University's copy of the Gutenberg Bible failed the
other day when the suspected thief fell from a
rope, or out of a window in Widener Library, with
the two-volume work in a knapsack, and was
knocked unconscious. The Bible, printed in
Germany in the 1450's had been removed from a
display case. Harvard's Bible is one of 46 known
copies and is worth roughly a million dollars.
The question that arises, as it often does in
thefts of this nature, is: "What would a thief do
with such
treasure?" A dealer or buyer would
know it was stolen, so it would seemingly have no
practical market value in the circumstances, unless
the buyer was a crook with a fine taste in Bibles
who wanted it for his secret pleasure. Anyway, if
the suspect recovers, he may find some pertinent
advic e in the Good Book about thievery. — St
Louis Post-Dispatch

Storaska, who holds a first
degree black belt in karate
and second degree brown belts
in judo and juijitsu, has lectured on the subject to more
than 100,000 women at 152 colleges and universities in 31
states within the past 31i years.
He also is a self defense instructor for many national, state
and local law enforcement agencies

By United Press International

Today
s Saturday, Sept. 13,
the 256th day of 1969 with 109 to
follow.
The moon is between its new
been overseas since last APrAlis
phase and fir - '-'rter.
Mrs. Mildred Jaco of Benton He was 23 years old.
are
The
m
stars
was notifed Saturday by Air
Force Officials, that her son, He was a graduate of Benton
Mercury, Mars
Jupiter.
Sgt. Noel Jac() had been killed High School and had attended
In this day in history:
in the crash of an Eclat re- urray State University for one
In 1788 the U.S. Congress
connaissance aircraft at Korai ear before entering the serauthorized the first national
air base in northeast Thailand. ice.
election.
sgt. Jaco was a crewmember
In a letter to Mrs. Jaco from
In 1954 Maine elected its first
crashed
which
20C
plane
the
of
Col. Ted H. Ostendorf, USAF, Democratic
governor in 20
Headquarters 553D Reconnaisyears, Edmund Muskie, later to
sance Wing, col. ostendorf
run, unsuccessfully, for vicesaid, "Sgt. Jaco was highly represident on the 1968 Democragarded and his passing has left
tic ticket.
us with a deep sense of sorrow.
In 1966 U. S. astronaut Richis motivation, enthusiasm and
ard Gordon's scheduled 115votion to duty were traits we
minute space-walk was cut to
the Air Force consider to be
oat admirable."
44 minutes when perspiration in
Funeral arrangements are in- his suit partially blinded him.
In 1967 howling mobs Of
complete, pending notification
of the arrival of the body in Chinese Communists stormed
Benton. Filbeck-Cann Funeral and seized the British consulate
Home will be in charge of the in Shanghai.
A thought for the day— Ralph
arrangements and the servic3
will be conducted by Bro. John Waldo Emerson said— "Nothing
Stringer, Bro. Aubrey Rose and can bring peace but yourself."
Bro. J. Frank Young.
Burial will be in the Briensburg Cemetery, with full mili- Susan George Signs
tary rites. Friends will serve
as Honorary Pallbearers.
HOLLYWOOD (UPD—EngBesides his mother, Sgt. Jaco
is survived by his father, Hu- lish actress Susan George has
bert Jaco, Patriot, Indiana; a signed for a top role in "The
SGT, NOEL JACO
Looking Glass War" starring
feet short of the runway during brother, Danny Jaco of Benton,
and a sister, Mrs. Katie Rose Christopher Jones and Ralph
a heavy rainstorm, as it reRichardson.
turned from a 13-hour recon- of Detroit, Michigan.
naissance mission over southeast Asia.

His two-bout presentation has
been credited officially with
saving the lives of four young
women and in assisting 34
others out of criminal assault
situations.
It will be presented twice
during the afternoon in Rooms
3 and 4 of the Student Unice
Building, and at 7:30 p. m. in
the audittorium of the newlyThree other American crewcompleted addition to the Uni- men were killed and
eight were
versity School.
Injured in the crash. The aircraft, which carries radar and
The first of the afternoon electronics gear used
to suplectures, scheduled for 2 p. m., port fighters, bombers
and
interested
wowill be given for
B92s in missions over Vietnam
men of Murray and the sur- and Laos, reportedly caught
rounding area. Another, set for fire after the crash.
4 p. m., will be presented for
sgt. Jaco had been in the Air
townswomen unable to attend
_FOICe for three years and had
ttie 2 p. m. lecture and
university women-students, feeulty and staff—unable to attend
LEDGER £ TIMES YILE
he evening session.
-Daly women students at the
university will be admitted for
Mrs, Flora White, age 97, died today at the Murray General the evening lecture. There is
Hospital.
no charge.
James Parker of Parker Motors returned yesterday from
Detroit, Mich., where he attended the Great Lakes dealer showAreas to be covered by the
ing of the 1960 Ford.
lecture, Miss Tate said, include:
Three Quad-State Music FesMrs. Rozella Outland was elected worthy matron and Charlie whhat types of people assault
Lassiter as worthy patron of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order and why and how they do so; tivals have been scheduled for
Darnall,
of the Eastern Star.
what types of nevironmental the tall, Dr. Josiah
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield will discuss "Lesig- situations usually contribute to professor of music at Murray
lation for Education" at the first joint meeting of the Murray the assault situation, and what State University and chairman
announ.
PTA on September 17.
types of behavior from the of the organization., has
young lady usually evoke the ced•
This wilt be the 21st year the
most detrimental and most beneseries has been presentannual
ficial behavior from the assaulted. During that time, more
er.
than 16,000 musicians from
Every possible situation where junior high and high schools in
LZDOICA A TIMES FILE
a girl has been assaulted or more than 200 communnes in
could be assaulted and how to Kentucky, Tennesee, Illittois and
prevent its occurrence will be Missouri have participated in
covered, she said.
the program.
Deaths reported are Earl Heppner of Union City, Tenn., son
"The program should in no
The first festival of this year
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heppner of Murray, Dumas Miller, age way
scare or shock the girls," —the Quad-State String Orch61, and Mrs. Jake C. Dunn, age 65.
Miss Tate went on. "On the estra Festival—is scheduled for
Dan Shipley and Jack Mayfield of Murray FFA and Edwin contrary, it
has been the ex- October 20 at Tilghman High
Wilson New Concord 4-H Club won top spots in the FFA and perience
that girls are relieved School, Paducah, with Floyd V.
4-H Dairy Show at the State Fair.
after hearing the presentation. Burt, supervisor of music for
Mrs. Virginia Furches was elected worthy matron and Peter Their fear is
put in its proper the Paducah city schoots, in
Kuhn as worthy patron of Murray Star chapter No. 433 Order perspective.
charge.
of the Eastern Star.
"Assaults as such are an exThis event attracts more than
New officers of the Kirksey PTA are Mrs. Hansel Ezell, presi- ception to the norm.
Probably 125 string instrument players
dent, Mrs. Erlene Tucker, vice-president, Mrs. Howard Bazzell, not one in 1,000 girls will ever each year from the four-state
secretary, and Mrs. Lloyd Cunningham, treasurer.
be involvedin a serious assault. area.
The second—the Quad-State
However, almost all will be involfed in some minor annoy- Choral Festival—is set for Noance at some time or another. vember 3 at Murray State Uni"For example: receeiving an versity and will be under the
obscene phone call, being fol- direction of Robert Baar, asLEDGER a TLICAS FHA
lowed, or seeing an exhibition- sociate professor of music at
ist or a peeping tom."
Murray State.
The choral festival is expectAccording to Storaska, the
most frequent assault occurs ed to attract more than 300 se.
Deaths reported this week are Johnnie Karr, age 54, Miss In the dating
situation. Ap- lected singers from high schools
in the Quad-State area submitHazel Miller, age 17, Tom Turner, age 31, L. A. Wilson, age
60, proximately 60 per cent of all
girls of high school and col- ting participation applications.
and Mrs, Sam Thompson.
December 8 is theh date scheChief of Police Burman Parker, City Clerk Charlie Grogan, lege age, who are assaulted, are
assaulted by their own date, he duled for the Quad-State Band
Finis Outland, Buell Stroud, Joe Baker, and Dad Henderson
reFestivaL This also will be held
ported the hooking of a 60 pound catfish near 9/hillock Island points out.
Because of this, a major pert at Murray State University with
in the Tennessee River on September 8.
of his lecture will be devoted Paul W. Shahan, director of the
A. B. Austin was named this week as Roll Call
chairman of
the Murray Chapter of the American Red Cross, according to to the dating situation. "Even Murray State band, in charge
though these situations may of the senior band and Darnall
Mrs. Bea Melugin, executive secretary.
seem "minor" at the moment, directing the junior Quad-State
Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins of Almo Route One celebrated
their they could
prove potentially band.
;olden wedding anniversary on September 10.
The two bands are expected
more serious unless the girls
understand what to do and what to attract more than 250 senot to do in order to prevent lected musicians from junior
high and high schools across
their occurrence," he said.
the four-state area.

Ten-Years Ago Today

..MANA
C.
A!
.

Quad-State
Music Fests
Set At MSU

4.

Two girls who were active in the Hardin 4-H Club entered
their clothing exhibits at the 1969 Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville.
Denise Darnall, on the left, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Terrell Darnall, of Route 1, Hardin, entered a
three-piece Play Clothes and won a Red Ribbon. Dana
Black, on the right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Black,
of Route 1, Hardin, entered her Apron and won a Blue Ribbob..

Caldwell County Marine
IrKilled In Viet Nam
morning, September 10, at MroFuneral services for Marine
morning, September 10, at MOrHooks,
20,
Corporal Ralph M.
gan's Funeral Home by a Marine
of Route 3, Princeton, who was
chaplain. Burial was in Princekilled August 31 in Viet Nam,
ton Memorial Gardens.
were conducted Wednesday
Corporal Hooks, a 1967 graduate of Caldwell County High
School, was killed by hostile
fire, while engaged in action
In Quang Nam Province, Republic of Viet Nam. The Caldwell County soldier had been
In Viet Nam about nine months
and was serving with the 1st
Battalion, 1st Marines.
A native of Caldwell County,
he was the son of Ralph and
Juanita Tandy Hooks, of Route
3, Princeton.
Survivors, besides his parents, include a sister, Mrs.
Gerald (Bonnie Louise) Capps,
a niece, Miss Stephanie Capps,
both of Paducah; his paternal
- grandmother, Mrs. Maude
Hooks, of Kuttawa, and his paternal grandfather, George
Tandy, of Princeton.
RALPH(MICKEY) HOOKS

Phone Exchange
AtFarmington
Being Updated
On Monday, September 15,
1969, the majority of the
telephone numbers in the
Farmington exchange of the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corp., Inc. will be
changed. This announcement
was made today by P. L. Finks,
gener-el manager of the
telephone cooperative. These
numbers are being changed in
order to conveit the Farmington
exchange to a TPS office.
Thi-s mea-as that the
telephone number of a
Farmington subscriber will not
have to be changed again as long
as the subscriber lives in that
exchange.
The only time a telephone
number will have to be changed
is when a subscriber requests his
number changed or a subscriber
moves out of the Farrnington
exchange.
A temporary list of the new
telephone numbers to be used
until the 1970 telephone
dtrectory is Issued has been
mailed to all stibscribers in the

Farmington, Lynnville, Sedalia
and Wingo exchanges. This list
of new numbers should not be
used until September 15.
Telephone subscribers living in
Mayfield may pick up a list of
the new telephone numbers
from the South Central Bell Telephone Company business
office.
Plans are now being made to
convert the Lynnville exchange
to a TPS office in the assins of
19Th.....,aordina to itt.
Pudding Dish
Use leftover corn bread for
corn bread pudding Combine
3 cups of coarsely crumbled
corn bread with 1 3 cup of raisins,
teaspoon of cinnamon.
cup of sugar, 3 cups of milk
and 2 beaten eggs. Spoon into
shallow baking dish. Set in a
pan of hot water. Bake in a
preheated
350 - degree oven
about 45 minutes or until a
knife inserted in the center
comes out clean. Makes 6 servings.

20 Years Ago Today

But take diligent heed to do the commandment and the law; ...
to love the Lord your God, and to walk In all his ways,
and to serve him with all your heart and with all your soul. Joshua 22:5.
God's commands are not given to oppress us, but to express
His love and His concern for our lasting happiness.

Mishap Lets
Hair Down
PARIS, Tex. (UPI)—A Dean
bag keeps Betty Criscoe's Travis Junior High students on
their toes during spelling drills.
It might also do the same for
Miss Criscoe--now.
Miss Criscoe tosses the bag
to a student. He spells the word
and tosses it back.
The routine worked fine —
until Miss Criscoe was distracted about the time the bean bap
returned. The bap struck the
teacher on the head and dislodged her wig While students
gaped. Miss Criscoe recovered
her hair and her composure.
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Don Baker Completes
Accounting Exam
The State Board of Accountancy recently informed Don
Baker that he successfully completed the uniform Certified
Public Accounting examination.
Don is the son of mr. and Mrs.
javie Baker of the Briensburg
community.

Battery Caution
CHICAGO (UPI) — Several
fires across the nation have
been traced to defects in devices used to recharge the rechargeable batteries, the National Safety Council reports.
The units usually are plugged into outlets overnight for
recharging. If you own a recharger, the council recommends: Be sure, the recharger
displays an Underwriters' Laboratories )UL) marker; dispose
of worn-out batteries in carryaway Inon - burning) trash.
They may explode if tossed into a fire
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The three day examination is
administered twice each year in
Louisville, Kentucky. successful completion is one of several
requirements accountants must
meet before they can practice
as certified public accountants.
Don is currently a professor
of accounting in the School of
Business of Murray State University.
Don's wife is the former
Janelle English of Livingston
County. They are the parents of
er reside on parklane Drive, two
children, -Elects Ann and
Murray.
Evan Glenn. Mr. and Mrs. Bak- .

Mr. Don Baker

•

The best newsmen in the world work
for you ...(because they work for us).

•

Stewart Hensley, as chief diplomatic reporter for United Press International, can usually
be found right where the action is. During his 22 years of coverage of the international
scene, he has worked in 50 countries...in Asia, Europe,the Middle East and Latin America.
He has covered, to mention a few assignments, the Japanese Peace Conference, the
Geneva
Conference on Laos, the Kennedy-Khnishchev meeting in Vienna and the 1955 Afro-As
ian
Conference at Bandung. We believe you will find it reassuring to know that we, as a
subscriber to UPI, bring you the most important news...from the most qualified men.
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Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW
YORK (UPI)-Look
Ma, no money!
That, in essence, was the text
of a brief message delivered to
all the finishers in the Michigan
Golf Classic Sunday.
If you're wondering how this
piece of news went over with
Larry Ziegler, the winner, and
the 71 others who thought they
had checks coming, the answer
is about what you'd expect.
Like
a
bedbug
in
your
casserole.
The
important thing
to
remember with professional
golfers on the circuit is that
they're
exactly what their
name implies, professionals.
With them, it doesn't matter
how they play the game or
really whether they win or lose
so long as they get paid. That's
the key right there. Without
money, they don't eat. They
don't eat, they can't play. They
can't play, they're out of
business. It's as simple as that.
The promoters of the Michigan Classic ought to hang their
heads in shame. Not even
because of the money so much,
but because they gave their
word and didn't keep it. There
isn't much worse anybody can
do whether he is in business or
sports.
As of this moment, none of
the golfers has been paid a
penny, according to Joe Dey,
commissioner of the PGA's
tournament players' division,
which is providing $50,000 as a
temporary
advance
to the
players from its general fund.
Fall Guy?
To make matters worse, one
of the Michigan Classic nfficiels
seems to be going around
looking for a fall guy. During
an interview in Detroit Monday,
Phil Lachman, secretary-treasurer eakethe corpareition which
staged
the
Michigan
Golf
Classic, said:
"I felt the PGA sold us out.
At no time did Mr. Dey come
to us and say to us 'what can
we do for you? How can we
help you out?"
The only thing Joe Dey
stands for more than anything
else is integrity. He has proven
it many times in the past, and
says
Lachman's
when
he
ges are untrue there is
every reason to believe him.
"That's not true at all," Joe
Dey said when he heard of
Lachman's charges, coming as
close to losing his composure as
he probably ever has in the
past 10 years.

for any help that we didn't
provide."
Then how come Lachman
was blaming him and his
group?
"That's a good question,"
said Dey. "How could we
Possibly
be
blamed? The
players
appeared
and
the
contract we made was completely fulfilled by us."
The fact remains the sponsors of the Michigan Classic
knew all along there wasn't
money in the till to pay the
players but they let them play
nevertheless. Matters came to
head Sunday during the final
round of the tournament while
the players were busy competing, still ignorant of what was
going on.
The Bad News
George Walsh, a member of
Dey's office, was handed a note
by one of the tournament
officials. The note simply said
quote there is no money
unquote.
Walsh was stunned. He put in
an immediate call to Dey here
in New York. Dey was playing
golf but Walsh said the call was
urgent so they got Dey off the
course and Walsh then broke
the news to him.
Dey is a man who gets right
to the heart of a matter. He
also gets things done. If it's
humanly possible. That's why
the players made him their
commissioner.
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Defense Is Penn State's Nittany Lions
Strong Point Show No Signs Of Slowdown
At Morehead
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

tradition
of standout
ball
carriers at Syracuse but the
Orange is weak at quarterback.
Cahill faces a major rebuild
NEW
YORK (UPI)- Penn
State, the school which helped ing job but the Army field
restore respectability to East- general has the nucleus for an
machine
ern Football, enters the new excellent offensive
campaign the candidate most with running backs Lynn Moore
likely to give the nation's most and Hank Andrzejczak among
populous area additional nation- his returnees.
Boston College tanks its
al prestige.
Powerful Penn State, posses- hopes on junior quarterback
sor of college football's longest Frank Harris and halfback
unbeaten streak, is unbeaten in Feed Willis.
Penn, a surprise a year ago
the past 19 games and the
Nittany Lions juggernaut isn't with a 7-2 mark, makes a bid
the Ivy
with
crown
likely to slow down during 1969. for
Coach 'Joe Paterno's Lions quarterback Bernie Zbrzenznj
haven't changed much from and all-league tackles Mike
last year when they compiled a Chwastyk and Jim Fuddy tack.
20 Returning Lettermen
10-0 regular season record and
Harvard lists 20 returning
crowned that performance with
a triumph over Kansas in the lettermen led by Frank Campi,
who directed the madcap finish
Orange Bowl.
The Lions return 38 lettermen against arch rival Yale last
this season and seem destined year.
Coach Bob Blackman expects
to keep on rolling this fall as
at
Dartmouth
the class of eastern football, improvement
The returnees in the Lions where he has 31 returning
den include All-America line- lettermen led by defensive end
backer Dennis Onkotz, defen- Ernie Babcock.
sive tackles Mike Reid and
Connecticut and New HampSteve Smear, running back
Charlie Pittman and quarter- shire are expected to tattle for
honors in the Yankee Conferback Chuck Burkhart.
ence while Delaware is the pick
Kingpin Will Emerge
Syracuse, under wily Ben in the Middle Atlantic ConferSchwartzvralder, is expected to ence. Amherst is favored to
give Penn State its strongest retain its Little Three crown.
competition for top dog in the Navy, Pittsburgh, Princeton,
East. In fact, the Eastern Buffalo and Holy Cross start
kingpin should emerge from the the season with new head
Oct. 18 clash when Penn State coaches, Rick Forzano is the
new skipper at Navy, Jack
tangles with Syracuse.
Army, under Coach Tom McCandless steps up to the
Cahill, and Boston College, led head spot at Princeton, Carl
by Joe Yukica, are expected to DePasqua attempts to rebuild
Bob
Deming
guides
remain- in the upper class Pitt,
among the East's independents Buffalo and Bill Whitton takes
but a step behind Syracuse and over at Holy Cross.
Rutgers, a participant in
Penn State.
In the Ivy League, a battle college football's first game 100
royal is shaping up with years ago, looks for improveHarvard, Princeton, Penn or ment as it starts the second
Dartmouth
the
chief title century. Coach John Bateman
has a potent offensive machine
contenders.
Rich
by
quarterback
Schwartzwalder bids for a led
20th
at Policastro and tailback Bruce
non-losing
season
Syracuse with a potent offen- Van Ness but the Scarlet
sive
machine built around Knights must improve their
junior fullback Al Newton. defensive secondary and offeiaNewton and halfback Marty sive line to compile a winning
Januszkiewicz carry on the season.

MOREHEAD, Ky. —"They're
hungry. Those defensive players
want to eat up the offense."
Speaking was Morehead State
University Head Football Coach
John (Jake) Helium and his subject was the enthusiasm shown
by his defensive team in preparLEXINGTON, Ky.- One of the
ing for the Eagles' opener Sept.
20 at home against Marshall Unlargest eligibility lists of the past
ten years has been posted by geniversity.
The defensive team, led by
eral manager Bill Lowry for the
Fall Grand Circuit Meeting at
Little All - America candidate
The Red Mile which is scheduled
Dave Haverdick, is "ahead of
the offense but we anticipated
for Sept. 23 - Oct. 4,
that," according to the secondAccording to Lowry, 1228 of
the nation's best trotters and
year coach. "But we didn't expacers have been named to one
pect the hustle and spirit would
make them so anxious to get at
or more of the 31 stake events
the offensive team, " he addduring the 11 days of racing.
ed.
Highlighting the program will
Haverdick, a 6-4, 240-pound
be the $65,000 Kentucky Futtackle who has twice been namurity, now in its 77th year. Here,
ed All-OVC, and last year's dethe three-year-old trotters will
fensive captain, linebacker Bill
vie for the third jewel in the
Wamsley, are expected to be
Triple Crown,
among the Eagle stalwarts this
Lindy's Pride, reined by Howseason.
ard Beissinger, is thought to have
But Helium, usually a man of
the favorite's role after grabbing
few words when speaking of his
the first two jewels, the Yonkers
team to the press, can't hide
Futurity and the Hambletonian.
his delight over the improvemeThere will be no lack of competition as at least a dozen others
nt shown by his first and second
want to knock off the favorite.
defensive squads in the first
Second in cash box value, but
week of practice.
potentially a swifter affair, is
The Eagles' offensive line shthe Tattersalls Pace, likewise
ould be strengthened when second
When Walsh told him what for three-year-olds, with $35,000
RUSS HAKE
team All-OVC tackle Ed Mignery
the situation was over the waiting to be cut up.
starts contact work Wednesday
phone Sunday, Dey called John
Laverne Hanover, a no-show
for the first time. He has been
Brennan, president
of the here in 1968, tops the field in
recovering from a summer wrist
Michigan Classic, and urged the Tattersalls where no less
operation.
him to do two things.
than 62 remain paid up. TemAnother offensive starter, tigThe first was to make at pered Yankee, Santa's Fury, and
ht end Gary Shirk, hopefully will
least partial payment to the Bye Bye Sarn. won't give up the
have recovered from a badlyplayers but Brennan said, "we moola without a struggle.
bruised forearm by the end of
can not do it."
Each afternoon of then sessiothe week.
The second was to announce ns will be high-spotted by a heavAlmost overlooked because of er missed a minute of a game
Last year's starting quarterwhat the situation was to the ily-pursed feature and every div- the many passing records set at or a practice session because back, senior Bill Marston, has
players.
That was easier. ision of the year's championship Murray State last year was Russ of an injury."
found competition for his job
Brennan said he'd de that.
drive will 'be in contention. In Hake's season rushing record.
The Racers will open their from several newcomers with
Dey now has engaged a most cases, fans- will have the
Nevertheless, the 170-poundta- season at home against Eastern most of the pressure applied by
Detroit attorney to try to opportunity of seeing their fav- ilback had by far the best year Michigan, Sept.
20, at 7:30 p.m. Buck Donley, a sophomore transrecover the money for the orites in more than one event for a Murray running back. His The Hurons have
practically all fer from Wilmington (Ohio) Collgolfers.
during the meet.
912 yards broke the old Murray of last year's team back which ege.
Post time daily will be two rushing record set by fullback won eight games and lost two
Pushing both Marston and DonHe says: "These are the only
p.m. with a $1 admission charge Tommy Glover in 1964 by more and were ranked seventh in the ley is freshman signal caller Ed
professional athletes, except
to the grandstand and the club- than 200 yards.
nation in the college division. Helline, a product of Louisville
tennis players, with absolutely
to the public for lunHake also set a single game
St. Xavier. "Helline is starting
no assurance of income, A total house open
cheon.
record
when
he
rushed
for
186
to stand out as he gains confidenof 149 in the Michigan Classic
yards against Austin Peay and
ce and learns our system," Helistarted and only 72 were to get
another season record with his
um said.
any money. Not one did. I
204 rushing attempts. His averBut no matter how many bright
couldn't believe it when I was
age per rush was 4.4 yards.
spots Helium finds, he always
told. It's the first time I've
Hake, a senior, will be startcloses on a pessimistic note.
ever heard of a situation like
"We have a long way to go
ing at tailback for the Racers
this."
By J ACK WOLISTON
for the third straight year this
before we'll be ready for the
Maybe in golf, but not in
fall and from his performance
opener."
NEW
YORK (UN)
boxing.
in the squad's first game scri- Four
yachts have been named
Next time you run into an exBy JAMES WIECK
backfield is probably the most
mmage last Saturday, he seems to the
U.S. team that will comfighter, ask him if they ever
talented and balanced in recent
to be ready to continue his recpete
in
England in August for
KANSAS CITY, Mo. UPI - years and the only problems
"I made a special trip there agreed to pay him and didn't.
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
ord-breaking performances. In the AdmiralV Cup, the
world's
The Big Eight Conference is Coach Dan Devine is likely to
(to Detroit) two months ago Ask him if he was ever
BOWLING LEAGUE
that scrimmage, he rushed for
most coveted ocean racing team
faced this year with matching encounter are on defense, a longand when I saw what the surprised after a fight. He'll
Week of Sept. 5, 1969
145 yards in 12 attempts, and 5
know
what
prize.
you
mean.
PromiI
were,
a 1968 record that sent three time Tiger strong point.
conditions
playing
Team Standings:
W. L
of his runs went for touchdowns.
Chosen by the North Amerifootball teams - Oklahoma, KanHi-Lo's
asked them to get another ses, promises.
4
0
Kansas returns three All-Big
Hake is an elusive runner who
can Yacht Racing Union were
Flub-Ups
3
1
sas and Missouri - to major post Eight selections - fullback John
course for the tournament.
Is capable of going all the way
Pin-Pals
season bowls.
2% 1% from anywhere on the field. He's Carina. owned by Richard S.
They said they couldn't. Five
Higgins, offensive end John MosNye, who was- named team capChamps
Basketball Schedule
2
2
Whether the feat can be dup- ier and linebacker Emery Hicks.
members of our tournament
also one of the fastest men on the
ON
DISABLED
LIST
Thomas
(No Name)
1% 2% team. He's a capable receiver, tain; Palawan, owned
licated remains to be seen, but
staff went but to the course.
Others which may figure in
1969-70
Quads
1
3
the ingredients are there. De- the title race are Colorado, led
One stayed 10 days. When we
who caught 19 passes for 252 J.,Watson Jr., and Red Rooster,
BOSTON
UPI
The
Boston
owned
by
Richard
E.
Carter.
Bowlettes
0
4
fending co-chatnpion Oklahoma, by quarterback Bob Anderson:
found out two months ago the
yards and 2 touchdowns last seasCOACH - TOM RUSHING
High Series
which lost to Southern Methodist Nebraska, with All-Conference
course was in poor condition, Celtics, still waiting Bill Russon. He also passes occasionale Homer R. Ilnius' Rage will be
1406 and completed 2 of 4 attempted the alternate yacht.
we even provided extra techni- ell's decision about performing Hi-Lo's
Away in the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl, selections Ken Geddes at line3 K I rksey
Oct.
1360 Last year, both of them going
The Admiral's Cup competical advice from the USGA as a player-coach for the 1969- Flub-Ups
Home has been rated the title favor- backer and Dana Stephenson at
9- Hazel
1356 for scores.
tion, staged every two years by
green section. They did not ask 70 National Basketball Associa- Quads
Away ite by most. But Missouri, whi- defensive halfback; and Kansas
16
Faxon
High Game
tion season, reported Thursday
Alabama 35-10 to State, powered by hard-running
Bill Furgerson says that the Royal Ocean Racing Club
Coach
Home ch whipped
21 - Kirksey
that Mal Graham was placed Hi-Lo's
484
at Cowes, England, is made up
claim the Gator Bowl crown, wingback Mack Herron and junHake
has
gotten
progressively
Away
Lynn
Grove
22 483
on the disabled list because of a Shakers
runs a strong second and Kan- ior quarterback Lynn Dickey.
years with the of four events and top prize
Quads
480 better during his
recurring gland infection.
goes to the team with the best Nov. 7- Faxon
sas, an Orange Bowl loser to Oklahoma State, who returns AllHome
have
Racers
and
that
he
should
Saturday
High Ind. Game Scratch
over-all performance.
Home Penn State, can't be counted out. Big Eight guard John Little, and
11
New
Concord
] p.m. — Major League baseball, Cinever
this
fall.
his
best
season
Mary
Smith
196
Defending champion in the.
cinnati at San Francisco (4).
The Sooner's title chances, Iowa State aren't expected to
Away
14 - Hazel
Martha Ails
166 "Russ gives 100 per cent all the 1969 event is Australia which
3:30 p.m. — AAU Track Meet (5).
however,
may be wrapped up in alter the race much.
Away
25 - New Concord
4 p.m. — Wide World Of sports (8)
Mary Harris
161 time," Furgerson said, "and de- won the Cup in 1967 by 107
CUBS PURCHASE HALL
one man - tailback Steve Owens.
4:30 p.m. — NFL Action (5).
New Coaches
spite
being
one
of
the
smallest
High
Ind.
Gam*
M. C.
points, the biggest winning mar- Dec. 8- Farmington
1:30 p.m. —College Football, return.
Heine The 6-2, 215-pound senior is ale, the Missouri Valley ConAir Force at SMU (I).
230 players on the team, he's its gin in the history of the fourPHILADELPHIA UPI - The Mary Smith
12. Lynn Grove ___ Home ready being considered Heisman ference, there's an abundance
Sunday
Martha Ails
208 most durable member. He's nev- race series which began in 1957.
11 a.m. — College Football High- Chicago Cubs purchasedoutfield15 - Farmington -__ Away Trophy material by some,
of new coaches. But the title
Mary
Harris
208
lights, return (8).
der Jimmie Hall from the New
1967 victory
Australia's
Plenty Of Talent
is expected to return to dereturn:
Football,
Phyllis
12:30 p.m. — AFL
Carson
195
RECALLS
PITCHER
York
Yankees
Thursday
for
an
marked only the second time
doubleheader, New York at BuffJoining Owens among coach fending champion Memphis StaHouston
Oilers
by
alo Bills followed
unannounced amount of cash. Mishe had challenged for the
Chuck Fairbanks' top talent is te, which has 33 lettermen. CoaHigh Ind. Series Scratch
at Oakland Raiders (4).
ASKS POSTPONEMENT
OAKLAND (UPI)- Charitable
nor league pitcher Terry Bong- Mary Smith
Admiral's Cup. In 1965. the
Ken Mendenhall, a second team ch Billy "Spook" Murphy has
Roller Derby (8).
1 p.m.
511
4:30 p.m. — Football Preview, OVC iovanni, a Cub bonus player,
All-America who switched last very little to worry about except
Margaret Morton
455 Charley Finley, owner of the sailors from down under finished
LONDON
Coaches from Tennessee (5).
(UPI)
British
Athletics, recalled second to Britain by 44 points.
was acquired by New York in Martha Ails
year from guard to center, and possibly at defensive end, where
436 Oakland
• p.m — NFL Exhibition, Baltimore
pitcher Bob Duliba from Des
the deal and assigned to Syraat Dallas (5).
The Australian triumph two challenger Henry Cooper has two-way end Steve Zabel.
High Ind. Series H. C.
the reserves are thin. The TigMonday
Moines of the American Associ- years ago- also marked only the asked for a postponement until
cuse
of
the
International
League.
Mary
Smith
613
Missouri returns only one All- ers have two veteran quarter9 p.m. — Pro Football Special (5).
Oct.
25
for
his
bout
with
World
Margaret Morton
560 ation Wednesday to give the 33- second time that any country
Conference selection, defensive backs in Danny Pierce and Rick
Association heavyweight
Martha Ails
562 year-old right-hander the 23 other than Great Britain had Boxing
tackle Jay Rocky Wallace, but Thurow.
champion
Jimmy
Ellis.
Mary Harris
562 days required to qualify for a won the cup, the United States
loaded with vetNorth Texas State could upset
The fight was originally the Tigers are
four-year major league pension. capturing it in 1961.
Splits Converted
throughout.
The offensive the Tigers' plans, however.
erans
Sept,
scheduled
for
27,
but
Outfielder
Allan
Lewis
was
Ona Birdsong
2-8-7
The Aussies will face stiff
Martha Ails
2-7 released outright to the Des competition this year. In addi- bcooper asked for a delay after
Pat Scott
4-7-9 Moines farm team at the same tion to the United States and be suffered a knee injury
Wednesday while jogging.
Polly Owen
3-10 St 2-5-10 time.
Britain, challengers for the cup
Glenda Hill
1-7
teams
will include
from Finland,
Top Ten Averages
Ireland, France, Spain, Italy, is the 605-mile Fastnet, which
Mary Smith
170 WELCOMES YANKEES
The Netherlands, Germany Swe- actually was instituted in 1925,
Margaret Morton
,
151
den, Argentina and Bermuda. 32 years before the Admiral's
Sallie Guy
149
WASHINGTON UP!. President
One of the three yachts that Cup series was inaugurated.
Martha Ails
145 Nixon, the nation's "No. 1 BaseThe Fastnet is sailed down
made up Australia's cup-winning
Verona Grogan
142 ball Fan," welcomed15 members
the
English Channel, around
team in 1967 will compete aJean Chancey
141 of the New York Yankees ThursLand's End, around Fastnet
Mercedes
She
is
year.
gain
this
Mary Harris
140 day as they toured the Rose
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
to be Rock, off the southwest corner
Ona Birdsong
139 Garden on the White House gr- Three, a 40-foot sloop
of Ireland, back around the
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Kaufman.
Ted
skippered
by
Helen Hargrove
134 ounds. Nixon received his deScillies, and then up the English
1969
dethe
C.
Rounding
out
—
J.
Gallimore
—
Pat Scott
134 signation as top
baseball fan fenders are Ragamuffin, skip- Channel again to Plymouth.
Polly Owen
132 on
* * *
the evening of the All-Star pered by Sid Fischer, and KooGame in the nation's capital last mooloo, skippered by Denis
The fourth annual sailing of
July.
O'Neill. -Captam-manager of the
the Douglas Cup Intercollegiate
uNDERGOES SURGERY
is
Aussie
team
Gordon
Match Race Series haNbeen
Reynolds, who skippered CapNINTH SEASON
scheduled for Oct. 31-Nov. 2 off
BOSTON UP!. Former heavyrice of Huon in the successful
Long Beach, Calif. Eight leading
weight champion Gene Tunney,
BOSTON ,(UPI) Tom 1967 challenge.
college sailing teams will be in.
72, recuperated today from back
The Admiral's Cup competi"Satch" Sanders signed Wedcompete in a seven-race
surgery performed Thursday to nesday for his ninth season
tion, part of the famous Isle of series in which filch team sails
"alleviate nerve root pressure."
world
champion
gait
with
the
under way against every oilier team over a
Wight regatta.
.Tunney beat Jack Dempsey for
Boston Celtics of the National rAie Race.lg lwith the 235-mile Chan.
mile
windward-leeward
the heavyweight title in 1926 and Basketball Association, SandersIt will be followed by Vs
WITH A LITTLE BIT OF LUCK-New York Mets' manager
course in identical Columbia 28
then won the famous "long count" has averaged close to 11 points tile Britannia Cup Aug.
5, the
Gil Hodges touches lucky rabbit while talking on the phone
fight in
'return bout with the a game with Boston since_ his New York Yacht Club Cup Aug. Mark II sloops. The LnivensitN
of Southern California is defendduring Meta' two-game sweep of Chicago early this week.
Manassa Mauler.
New York 7, and the Fastnet Race Aug. 9-graduation from
ing champion.
-UPI Photo
Stuffed animal was sent to him by a fan.
University,
Toughest race on the program

31 Events Set
For Red Mile

a

Racer Tailback Russ Hake
Was_681Leading Rusher

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Big Eight Conference Is
Faced With Matching 1968

Boating

ALMO

Elementary School

by

Weekond TV Sports

HAZEL CAFE

NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *.
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

S 0 T DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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Miss Patricia Anne Doran Is Married To
James Gardner Weatherly In Ceremony
Bamford, At The First United Methodist Church
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred
316 South 13th Street, are the
parents of a baby boy, Scott,
weighing eight pounds three
ounces, born on Monday, September 8, at 9:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Their other children are David, age 5%, Leah, age four,
vind Gregory, age 2%. The father received his M.B.A. in August and is now employed by
Union Carbide.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Bamford of Sag lia:bor, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hedman of New Milford, N. J.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Page, 1614
Magnolia Drive, Murray, announce the birth of a baby
girl, Shannon Lee, weighing
nine pounds eleven ounces,
born on Wednesday, September 10, at nine p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Doug, age
10%. Mr. Page is a local barber and realtor.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Woodrow Rickman, South
15th Street, Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Page, Murray
Route Three.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Rickman of Murray, Mrs. Lula Dunn of Hazel,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Birdsong of Murray Route Three.
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tion will be provided. Hostesses
Club will meet at the Holiday
will be Mesdames Quinton GibInn at ten a.m.
Crider, John
Albert
bon,
•••
Melugin,
HumphNoel
Stamps,
An open luncheon will be rey Key, R. M. Miller, and Alheld at the Calloway County fred Taylor.
Country Club from 12 noon to
•••
one p.m. For reservations call
The
Business
and ProfessionJohn Gregory, M. C. Ellis, Rial Women's Club will meet at
Fulton
Henry
Orr,
or
chard
the Woman's Club House at
•• •
6:30 p.m. The legislation comThursday, September 18
mittee, Bea Hughes, Myrtle
The Home Department of the Wall, and Lavanche
Turner will
will
Murray Woman's Club
be in charge of arrangements.
meet at the club house at 9:30
•••
a.m. A scenic trip to the Land
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
planned
Between the Lakes is
Order of the Eastern Star will
with lunch at Conservation meet at the Masonic Hall at
Education Center. Transports7:30 p.m.

net, and ivory ribbon. The cake
at two p.m.
• ••
was garlanded with similas.
The appointments were all in
Muray Assembly No. 19 Orsilver.
der of the Rainbow for Girls
The groom's round table was
Monday, September 15
will meet at the Masonic Hall
covered with a brown satin
at seven p.m. New officers will
The Robertson School PTA
cloth trimmed in ivory lace
be installed.
•••
and centered with a hurricane will meet at seven p.m. at the
school. The nursery will b e
THIS COUPON WORTH
chimney over a candle.
The Music Department of the
Mrs. N. B. Ellis of Osceola, open.
Murray
Woman's
Club
will
have
•••
Ark., presided at the punch
a patio buffet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homemakers
Penny
The
bowl at the bride's table and
the club house. Hostesses are
Mrs. Dan Hutson poured at the Club will meet at the home of Mesdames Vernon E. Shown,
groom's table. Mrs. Stark Erwin Mrs. Brooks Moody at one p.m. James Kline, Sam Knight, Tom• ••
and Mrs. Holmes Ellis cut the
mye D. Taylor, William Porter,
The
Women's Republican William Furgerson, John Tay.
wedding cake.
meet
at
seven
p.m.
Club
will
Also assisting at the receptlor, and David Elliott.
• ••
ion were Mrs. Stub Wilson, Mrs. at the Community Center, Ellis
Galen Thurman, Miss Lisa Ellis Drive.
Grove School PTA
The
Lynn
•••
of Osceola, Ark., Miss Lynda
will meet at the school at 7:30
Phone 753-7575
September
16
Dixieland Center
Tuesday,
Allbritten, Miss Melissa Treysp.m. All interested parents are
than, and Mrs. Steve Sexton.
urged to attend.
The Lydian Sunday School
• ••
Recorded music was played
Class of the First Baptist
throughout the reception.
Murray Branch of the AAUW
Karen Doran and Mark Do- Church will meet at the home will have a potluck supper at
ran of Henderson and Kevin of Mrs. J. I. Hosick at seven the Mason Nursing Building,
THIS COUPON WORTH
Gardner and Ellen Gardner of p.m. New officers will be in- Murray State University, at 6:30
Raleigh, N. C., distributed rice stalled.
p.m. All prospective and pre•••
tags to the guests.
sent members are urged to be
Trip
of
Wedding
The .Faith Doran Circle
present.
Se.
The couple left after the re- the First United Methodist
ception for an unannounced Church WSCS will meet at the
wedmisdaY, September 17
wedding trip with the bride home of Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
• 4.
wearing a coffee colored crush- West Main Street, at two p.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
• ••
ed linen A-line dress with matClub will meet at the Triangle
Gerald Shayne is the name
ching full length coat. Her enCircle I of the First United Inn at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Bachosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
semble featured a brown, gold, Methodist Church WSCS will ron Palmer as hostess.
Midyett of Bardwell Route
•••
and blue scarf, matching felt meet at the social hall at two
our for their baby boy, weighPhone 753-7575
Dixieland Center
hat, matching accessories, and p.m.
ing five pounds 11% ounces,
The Pottertown Homemakers
•
•
•
a corsage of ivory roses.
born on Wednesday, SeptemThe Women's Society of
Mr. and Mrs. Weatherly will
ber 10, at 5:30 p.m. at the Murbe at home at Knoxville, Tenn., Christian Service of the Good
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. James Gardner Weatherly
where they will both be sen- Shepherd
The new father is employed
United
Methodist
iors at the University of Ten Church will meet at the church
at Union City.
., and Joe Pat Hubei of nessee. She is in the school of
Grandparents are Mr. and
The sanctuary of the First
is
home economics and.
Mrs. Cletua Midyett--0,13Vingo United Methodist Church was UrritY.
the school of engineering.
Ellis and Miss Lisa Ellis, OsceoRoute Two and Robert Leon the setting for the wedding of
Mothers' Attire
Out of town guests were the la, Ark.; Mrs. Huddleston,
Thomas of Bard-well Route Miss Patricia Anne Doran to
Mrs. Doran, mother of the
Four.
al•
James Gardner Weatherly on bride, wore an aqua silk worst- bride's maternal grandparents, Cookeville, Tenn.
S'S
Rehearsal Dinner
Saturday, August 30, at four- ed blend dress fashioned with Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Franklin of
the
A baby boy, named Terry thirty o'clock in the afternoon. an A-line skirt, Alencon lace Jonesboro, Ark., and
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Don. weighing eight pounds one
Dr. Samuel R. Dod-son, Jr., bodice, and self jacket. Her groom's grandparents, Mrs. H. Mrs. James R. Weatherly, were
ounce, was born to Mr. and minister of the church, per- aqua hat was fashioned of ost- A. Weatherly of Chattanooga, hosts for the rehearsal dinner
Mrs. Donnie Parker of Hardin formed the impressive double rich blooms and she had aqua Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Carl held on Friday evening, August
Route One on Thursday, Sep- ring ceremony before an as- accessories. Her corsage was a C. Gardner of Columbia, Tenn.; 29, in the Red Room of the
tember 11, at 3:58 p.m. at the sembly of relatives and friends. white glamellia.
Dr. and Mrs. Carl C. Gardner Holiday Inn.
Murray-Calloway County Hos
and children, Carol and David, Gifts were presented by the
The bride is the daughter of
pital.
The groom's mother, Mrs. Columbia, Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs. groom-elect to his attendants.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn DoMr. Parker is employed at the ran, North 18th Street, Murray, Weatherly, was attired in an E. Clinton Gardner and childThe u-shaped table was deMurray Division of the Tappan and the groom is the son of ice green silk worsted dress ren, Marilyn and Arnold, of corated with a lovely arrangeCompany. They have one daugh- Mr. and Mrs. James R. Weath- fashioned with short sleeves, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. and Mrs. Rob- ment of ivory carnations and
ter, Lisa Kay, age three.
erly, 701 Poplar Street, Mur- A-line style, and beaded trim ert Gardner and children, Carl, silver candle holders with ivy
around the neck and sleeves. Shannon, Angela, Kevin, and connecting the candles.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d ray.
Mrs. Rex Parker of Hardin and
She had matching accessories Ellen, Raleigh, N. C.; Dr. and
Covers were laid for thirtyThe altar of the church
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Crick of adorned with baskets of ivory and a green feathered creation Mrs Clyde Orr and children, five persons.
St. Louis, Mo. Great grandpar- roses, brown eucalyptus leaves, in her hair. A white glamellia Donald, Douglas, Jeanne, and
Bridesmaids' Liiiiihoon
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Edward baby's breath, and hand made was her corsage.
Lynne, Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. ErnThe bridesmaid luncheon was
Mrs. J. H. Franklin of Jones- est W. Goodpasture, Nashville, held on -Friday, August 29, at
Crick and Mr. and Mrs. A. B wooden rases flaqlted by canWyatt, all of Kirksey.
dles. The pews *ere marked boro, Ark., maternal grandmo- 'term.; Osgood Anderson, Dick- the home of Mrs. Tip Doran.
• 4 •
The gracious hostesses were
with the same flowers. The ther of the bride, chose to wear son, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. HarOne man matches
candles were lighted by Frank an aqua linen knit dress with ley B. Weatherly and children, Mesdames Tip Doran, Jimmy
his faith against
Doran, brother of the bride, matching feathered hat and Harley and Marian, Mr. and Doran of Henderson, Laurine
the
turbulent
world
with
matching
accessories
Mrs. Bob Weatherly and chil- Doran, Dennis Boyd, and Kent
.1a
and Joe Pat Hughes of Murray.
of leather and
dren, Bobby and Melinda, all of Simpson, all relatives of the
Preceding the ceremony Mrs. white glamellia corsage.
The groom's paternal grand- Chattanooga, Tenn.; Staley Cal bride.
Larrie Clark, organist, presentdaredevil races,
Centering the dining table
The Suburban Homemakers ed a lovely program of nuptial mother, Mrs. H. A. Weatherly vert of Mt. Pleasant, Tenn;
discovering
Club met on Monday, Septem- music. Mrs. Robert Etaar, solo- of Chattanooga, Tenn., wore a John Russell and MA and Mrs overlaid with an imported hand
matchDior
blue
silk
suit
with
George
Cmarik,jaducah;
Mr.
by
cloth
Dawning"
from
"At
Switzerland was an
ber 8, at seven-thirty o'clock in ist, sang
the evesing in the home of Mrs. Cadman and "The Wedding ing accessories. His maternal and Mrs. Claud Winslow, Jr., arrangement of yellow and
grandmother, Mrs. Carl C. Gard- Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Harry white flowers. Other guests
Prayer" by Dunlap.
Tommy Carraway.
ner of Columbia, Tenn., was at- Lee
Waterfield,
FrankfOrt; were seated at a card table cenBride's Dress
The meeting was opened by
The bride, given in marriage tined in a sky blue silk dress Mrs. William Malarkey and tered with a bud vase of flowa devotion with Mrs. Max Farley reading Psalms 19:1. The by her father, was lovely in with matching accessories. Each Mrs. Lillie Christmas, Memphis, ers. A lovely luncheon plate
theme was "The Greatest Beau- her formal gown of ivory silk had a white glamellia corsage. Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. John Ellis was served.
Mrs. W. C. Elkins of Murray and children, Libby, Laura, and
The
bride-elect
ty Of All Is Beauty of Charac- organza over bridal taffeta
presented
John, Wilson, Ark.; Mrs. N. B. gifts to her attendants.
The short sleeved empire bo- directed the wedding.
ter".
Reception
Mrs. Holmes Dunn, club pre- dice of delicate peau d'Ange
Following the ceremony the
sident, discussed making ditty lace was fashioned with a scalbags for soldiers in Vietnam loped bateau neckline. The same bride's parents were hosts for
for Christmas. This will be done lace was appliqued to the A- the reception at the Calloway
in cooperation with the Red line skirt and formed a deep County Country Club. Mrs. GorCross and other civic organi- border around the elegant cha don Moody was in charge of arrangements at the reception.
pel length train.
zations.
Mrs. Tip Doran greeted the
The full cathedral veil of imEach member answered the
roll call by giving a helpful ported silk illusion was held in guests at the door and Mrs
household hint. Those mem- place by a headpiece of bead- Tommy Walker of Louisville
bers having anniversaries o r ed alecon motifs, fashioned in asked them to sign the register
at the table overlaid with an
birthdays teceived gifts from a high design.
Her something old and some- Ivory linen cloth and centered
their sunshine friends.
The lesson, presented by Mrs. thing borrowed was a handker- with a silver bud vase holding
Max Farley and Mrs. Tommy chief carried by her mother and ivory roses.
Receiving the guests with the
Carraway, was on "Low Calorie aunt in their wedding and she
Meals". It was pointed out that wore a blue garter. Her Espec- bridal couple were their parin order to have a steady weight ial jewelry was a diamond pen- ents and the bride's attendants.
On either side of the receiving
one must maintain a balance dant, gift of the groom.
The bride carried a beautiful line were white China pedesbetween food eaten and energy
bouquet of gardenias with isds containing white and brown
used.
mums, ivory roses, and eucaThose attending the meeting strings of pearls.
Miss Glenda Doran was the lyptus leaves.
were Mrs. Varro Clark, Mrs.
The fireplace was banked
Holmes Dunn, Mrs. 0. J. Jenn- maid of honor and Mies Mary
ings, Mrs. Max Farley, Mrs. Alice Doran was junior brides- with leather leaf fern in a fan
Gene Roberts, Mrs. Harry Rus- maid. Both are sisters of the shape and on either side were
sell, Mrs. Robert Hendon, and bride. The bridesmaids were black pedestals with Boston
PPM
Tommy Carraway.
Miss Vicki Spiceland and Mrs. fern. The mantle was banked
with
maiden
hair
fern,
leather
Murray
and
Keith
Hinton
of
The next meeting wW be
held on Monday, October 14, at Miss Ann Huddleston of Cooke- leaf fern interspersed with
brown and white mums.
the home of Mrs. Holmes Dunn ville, Tenn.
Music by RALPH CARMICHAEL / Executive Producer FRANK R JACOBSON
The divider at the front doors
/ Wotten and Directed by JAMES F COLLIER
212 South 12th Street. Mrs
The attendants were all idenwas
banked
with
greenery.
Max Farley will be cohostess tically attired in formal gowns
• ••
of brown organza trimmed in Artificial plants were used at
creme satin. The sleeveless fitt- vantage points throughout the
ed bodice, accented with a vie- room. The piano was adorned
torian stand away collar was with an arrangement of ivory
carnations.
over a softly gathered skirt.
Cantrell Jones has been disMrs. Hugh Houston invited
Their attire was completed
missed from the Western Bap- by headpieces of maline attach- the guests to the bride's and
tist Hospital, Paducah.
ed to a cluster of ivory loops groom's tables for refreshments
and ivory leather gloves. They where they were later seated
Miss Shirley Jean Jones
carried bouquets of ivory ros- at tables overlaid with ivory
cloths
and
Mr.
centered
with
and
brown
es,
ecalyptus
leaves,
baMrs.
bud
Clyde C. Jones of Cadiz Route Three announce
Debut
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI1—Eng- by's breath, and hand made vases of ivory roses.
The bride's table was over- Shirley Jean to Tommy Carpenter, son of Rev. and Mrs. Dennis
land's Martine Beswick makes wooden roses.
Lloyd Weatherly served as laid 'with an ivory bridal satin Carpenter of Crawfordyille, Florida.
her American television debut
A best man for his brother. The cloth under ivory lace and cenThe bride-elect is a 1966 graduate of Trigg County High
In an episode of "It Takes
Thief" starring Bob Wagner. groomsmen were Alen Weath- tered with the column topped School, a 1967 graduate of Western Baptist Hospital School of
with a container filled with Practical Nursing, Paducah, and is presently employed at Murerly, brother of the groom, Har- maiden hair fern and ivory ray-Calloway County Hospital.
old Doran, brother of the bride, roses.
The groom-to-be is presently attending Lively Technical
Cliff Thomas and Bobby LawKomar* in 'Crooks'
The ivory and brown five Center, Tallahassee, Florida.
Ci—
—
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
son, both of Columbia, Tenn.
tiered column wedding cake
The wedding will be an event of September 28, at sevenThe ushers were Mike Fort was decorated with brown roses thirty o'clock in the evening at the New Pleasant Hill Pentecost
gar Romero will play the head
syndicrime
American
Columbia,
and John Kirk of
of an
and on top was ivory wedding Church, Canton.
cate in "Crooks and Coronets" Tenn., Steve Warf of Franklin, bells with columns topped with
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to atfor Warner Bros
Tenn., Donald Orr of Atlanta, brown lilies of the valley, ivory tend Only out of town wedding invitations are being sent.
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Suburban Club Has
September Meeting
At Carraway Home

"the
greatest
adventure
going!"
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Murray State University Auditorium
— SEPTEMBER 28, 29, 30
2 Daily Showings... 6:00 & 8:30 p.m.

GET FREE TICKETS
From the Spqnsor
see Allen Rose or Bruce Thomas!

MURRAY BRANCH

of Hopkinsville Federal Savings-and Loan Association
304 E. Main Street
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dames Quinton Gibrt
Crider, John
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People (Not Cars, Guns)
Cause the Accidents

ace• •
less and Profession.
Clubwill meet at
Club House at
he legislation coma Hughes, Myrtle
avanche Turner will
;e of arrangements
•••
ill Chapter No. 511
e Eastern Star will
e Masonic Hall at

It uas interesling to note the approach being used these
days by highway officials and related researchers to solve
the nation's motor vehicle fatality problem, as outlined
recent newspaper article.
MILLIONS OF supposedly "normal" people, the item said,
become emotionally disturbed as the result of personal experiences, and contribute to the deaths of 1000 people a week on
U.S. highways„ Extensive surveys have been conducted to find the cause.
In up to SO% of the traffic accidents, it's been found to be the
emotional condition of the operator.
The probers have gone as far as to consider suicide by
motor vehicle. One investigator estimates that five percent of
the traffic fatalities (2655 people in 19671 are suicides or the
results of suicide-bent drivers.
''A driver's emotions, such as fear, anger depression, elation and others," says the item, "impair his perception and
delay or block his reactions." He may look directly at a stop
light, then drive through it, or he may fail to see a car
merging into his traffic lane.

TH

Stock

would tuck neatly in a shell pocket or a
tray of a tackle box; a two-inch roll of
gauze, one-half inch roll of tape,
The Twin Lakes Coonhunters Club will not have their
Mercresin, Merthiolate or Mercurochrome in a half-ounce plastic bottle for
regular monthly hunt or swim events that were scheduled for
a disinfectant. Without a prescription
September 20th and 21st.
you can also obtain a half-ounce of
MonselLs solution (an excellent hemoThe club will have a water race on Saturday night, Sepstatic) for broken nails, dew claws, etc.,
27th, at 7:30.
tember
or just carry a small styptic pencil, the
same one you use to stop bleeding when
you cut yourself shaving. A sharp knife
and wire cutters, of course, are a must.
A small bottle of Collyrium or eye wash
WIRE
should be the last item included for
TRAYS
dust, dirt or foxtaiLs, etc., to be washed
out of your dog's eyes.
Even better than carrying all of this
Waterfowl hunting will be peremergency equipment is to invite your It/PPORTING
mitted this season at most areas
veterinarian along on your next trip. He
of Lake Barkley.
RODS4
is qualified to use all this material efficiently. A prime requisite, however, is
At least three areas will be
to invite him to a place where the bass
—
restricted, according to Col,
are hitting well or the birds are in abunJohn C. Bell, District Engineer
dance. I'm almost always available.
for the Nashville District, Corps
of Engineers, U. S. Army.

'Coon Hunt Dates Are Changed

te Bartley Hunt
Limits Designated

"EMOTION IS A DRUG," the article adds. "It inhibits the
brain's decision-making and risk-taking processes. Drugged by
anger, a driver bent on revenge will take risks a Grand Prix
racing champion avoids .. ."
The interesting part about all this is that people, not cars,
have been mentioned in all phases of the problem. People, not
cars, cause accidents in this particular case. Probers recognize one simple fact—that cars are merely a tool used by
people.
And they pinpoint emotion in people to be the root of the
problem. Eliminate the causes of why people behave the way
they do and you eliminate the nation's annual slaughter of
human beings on the highways.

TV

53-7575

RTH

THE LEDGER

:

WHY DOES IT HAVE to be different with firearms? Far
fewer persons are fatally injured with guns than are killed in
or by motor vehicles. Cars are registered, but the slaughter
continues. Vet, no one advocates outlawing cars or confiscating them as a solution to the problem.
Researchers have shown a penetrating insight in analyzing
the motor vehicle fatality problem and sound logic in the
direction of a solution. They have discovered that cars do not
kill people, especially when parked. People kill people when
they get behind the wheel and drive irresponsibly.
Why isn't the same logic applied to people and guns? Why
the different approach in attempting to reduce the nation's
crime rate as though guns were the only tools criminals use.
Why is the gun the point of concern and not the person who
uses it?

y New

It

& TV
753-7575

One of the commonest dog problems in the field L. dust, dirt or weed
seeds in the e es Carr e e vrash to help.

First Aid for Your Dog
By ALLEN B. SHOPMAKER D.V.M.
Reprinted from Missouri Conservationistur.

Some years ago while fishing at
Castle Ranch near Hillsboro, a fellow
about 30 yards from me was plugging
for bas's and hooked a good
two-pounder. I watched him land his
fish and while frying to disengage the
bass he asked, "Is there a doctor in the
house?" I replied in a jocular manner,
"did you catch a sick fish?" "No" he
said, "it seems the bass has now caught
me." I walked over to offer my help and
found that a treble hook had pentrated
the meaty part of the hapless fellow's
thumb and palm. I first removed the
fish from the plug and then I suggested
that he see his family physician. He said,
"I live quite a distance from here and
Jo* Bybee, center, Emory- Tucker, left end MU Male, I'm lore my doctor e.,playing golf
right, ars shown with their morning's catch of CrepfIlie and Stripe today.'"
I explained that I was a veterinarian
Bass caught at Boardman Resort on Reelfoot Lake near Horn- and not in the habit of encroaching on
book, Tennessee. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cooper of Boardman Re- the M.D.'s domain. He beseeched me to
sort say the September and October fishing will feature Crappie remove the hooks since he was in a great
and Blue GIII at Reelfoot Lake.
deal of pain so I complied, but only because of the nature of the emergency. I
cut the plug away from the hooks with
a wire cutter, then pushed the hooks
through the skin until the barbs were
exposed. I then cut the ends of the
hooks off including the barbs. The

'Why didn't you tell me there was a
boat on the back before I parked it?"
Wyoming Wildlife

remainder was easily removed from his
hand.
This is a routine procedure for a
veterinarian who Works with dogs. Dogs
are curious and pick up spinners, plugs
and baited hooks (baited with cheese,
liver, blood, minnows, etc.) and then it
is our job to separate dog from fishing
tackle.
Last spring a dog was brought into
my hospital with a plug dangling from
its lip (a black Heddon River Runt.) In
trying to get the lure from its mouth it
engaged its right front paw into a treble
hook. The more the dog struggled, the
more embedded the hooks became. The
procedure is the same whether it's man

FINS

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
— GUNS and AMMUNITION —
so Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

bo" Sporting uroods
Murray, EY•

or nog. i cut the hooks loose from the
plug, then pushed the hooks through to
exhibit the point and barb, cut them
off, then backed the hooks out.
Always carry a good wire cutter in
your tackle box or hunting jacket. They
have many, many uses. My advice to the
fisherman was to see his physician to get
a tetanus booster. In dogs we advise an
antibiotic injection to cut dawn on the
chance for infection. Dogs are highly
resistant to tetanus; in 22 years of practice I have seen only two dogs with
tetanus.
As in the case of the fisherman
whose physician was probably playing
golf, I was out fishing which proves that
doctors in all fields do need a little
relaxation, so I offer a fe4v emergency
measures until "your vet" gets back
from his fishing trip or golf match.
In my correspondence with a quail
hunter, he mentioned his Irish setter
running into a fence and cutting its
tongue badly with a great deal of ensuing hemorrhage.
Injuries that stimulate bleeding are
oftentimes very difficult to cope with.
Since most hunting is done in the winter
months an abundance of a natural hemostatic or blood dotter should be easy
to find; that is, ice or snow. If nothing
else is available and your dog is bleeding
badly, chip some ice out of a creek or
grab a handful of snow and apply directly to the wound or laceration. Pressure packs with a clean linen handkerchief or a tourniquet made from a belt,
necktie, rope, etc., are also very useful
in stopping bleeding.
I do not advocate carrying a large
first aid kit. No matter what you carry
yo.tylL probably not have the proper
medication for every eventuality, nor
will you have the skill to use it. Consequently, carry only such small items
that will not be an encumbrance. I
would carry only those things that

Oil Drum
Smoke
House

Areas where hunting is prohibited are: Cross Creeks National Wildlife Refuge, from Dover Island (river mile 90.2) to
To prepare the fish, clean well, Wells Island (mile 102.1); Kencutting off the head and removing the tucky Department of Fish and
entrails. Wash well in clean water. Soak Wildlife Management Area, frfor about 12 hours, more or less, to suit °tn.:river mile 68.3(Lick Creek)
your taste, in a salt brine. The brine
should float a fresh egg. After soaking, to 70.3 (Terrapin Creek) and
remove from the brine and rinse very the Land Between the Lakes Conwell with water. Place the fish in the servation Education Center Arsmoker, start your fire under the saw- ea, from river mile 52.7 (Drydust, close the lid, and sit back and wait dens Creek) to 57.3(Brush CreBy HERMAN WIDENHEFT
for a real treat to tickle your palate.
ek).
Reprinted from Pennsylvania Angler
For the ultimate in smoked fish, try
Since the 118-mile reservoir
smoking some bullheads. They are tops!
lies in two states and has several agencies managing its waterfowl development program,
This 55-gallon oil drum smoker will
hunters may have to obtain persmoke fish or meat quickly and easily.
mission from several sources
What's more, it's portable. The oil drum
if they desire to shoot at more
has a metal door about 15" x 11",
than one location.
bolted on the drum with 1 or 2 hinges
over a slightly smaller hole in the drum.
Agencies to contact and huntThis is the fire door.
under their manageNext, the drum has the top cut out Condensed from North Dakota Outdoors ing areas
are:
(1) Barkley Waterment
with a cold chisel. The top is then bent
-•
fowl Management Area, Tennin an inverted V shape to form the
essee Game and Fish Commibaffle plate. This plate is suspended on a
ssion, Nashville - left bank from
/
1
4" rod above the fire and sawdust pan
and keeps the drippings from falling
Sidney Lewis Bridge downstreinto the charcoal fire. The fire is made
am to vicinity of Shammels Mouof charcoal or briquets in 2 one gallon
nd Landing Light; (2) Land Betround cans with sufficient holes
ween the Lakes Management Arpunched at intervals to make a good
ea, Tennessee Valley Authority,
charcoal burner.
Golden Pond, Ky. - right bank
Smoke is supplied by filling a small
from Henry R. Lawrence Bridge
pan (about 14" x 9" x 2") with hickory
north to Mammouth Furnace Cror any hardwood sawdust and placing it
rs.0.S
veoir
sofR
Eeng
seinre
on the two cans of charcoal inside the
Man:
k;(3
, Barkley
ermy
bottom of the drum under the baffle
:
ager, P. 0. Box 218, Grand Rivplate. Usually one pan of sawdust will
What is it?
ers, Ky. - remainder of resersupply plenty of smoke for one
smoking. One pan of sawdust will
QUESTION: What would be the voir.
smoke for about 1 to 11
/
2 hours. The immediate reaction of a big game hunter
Permits must be obtained to
charcoal is left in to cook the fish for if he happened upon this track while
construct fixed blinds and all
about 5 to 6 hours or until they are out
hunting?
must be removed from
done, dry or moist according to your
a. No reaction, he may not even blinds
taste.
the lake within 30 days after the
notice it.
Two trays of /
1
2" mesh wire are cut
b. The lust visible symptoms of waterfowl season closes.
to fit inside the drum and placed 9" and
buck fever.
18" from the top of the drum. Each
c. Mild hysteria as he quickly
Applications on portion under
tray rests on three /
1
4" rods evenly scans the surrounding terrain.
supervision of Corps of Engineespaced through the drum.
The reason for the above reaction is rs are now being accepted on first
The top is made of any wood and because this is a track of a:
come first served basis.
fits fairly snug on the drum to prevent
a. Fast moose.
as much smoke loss as possible. Howb. Slow elk
During the season all hunting
ever, a small amount of smoke must
c. Big whitetail buck.
must
conform with state reguof
A
hole
is
drilled
in
the
center
escape.
d. Bighorn sheep.
lations and shotguns only are perthe wood lid to receive a thermometer.
ANSWER:
The temperature in the drum should
a. ,No reaction. He may not even mitted. Federal safety restricrange between 150 degrees to 200 notice it, becausetions prohibit rifles, pistols, ball
degrees.
b. It's the track of a "slow elk." ammunition or explosives of any
This smoker will easily handle Other common names include hereford kind.
about 20 to 30 pounds of fish.
or plain cow.

WILDLIFE
QUIZ

FEATHERS
FRIENDS

SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
Bigy.
Am
with
tway Hush Puppies

Phone 753-2571

coodom,

Harman Whitnell

WARD - ELKINS

GRPIYM

STANDARD
OIL

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

opa

ed by JAMES F COLLIER

I•

Bulk Distributor
MO Terse &venoms

Mena 7U-

LIBERTY
Super Market
Marrars Largest and Most Modern Mork

We Give Treasure Chest Stam
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Murray, Hentucay
Hanel Highway

All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

1.1111:11',13:1
STOP
AND F ILL UP
AT

'MARTIN

TAYLOR
MOTORS

OIL PRODUCTS

USED CARS
10° MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5362 *

CAIN & TAYLO
GULF SERVICE
6th and Kale Weeks
Murray, Kentucky
VERBLR TAYLOR
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„ Down the

arden Path
REAL ESTATE POR SALE
By Mrs. W. P.WiLLIAMS
Although the first frost is some buds for next year's bloom. Since
weeks away, it will not be a bad August was so dry, every plant
idea to prepare roses for the needs good soaking before winter
coming season. We can also help comes. In fact it would be well to
to bring more fall blooms if we keep everything well watered
attend to a few chores now. until the first freeze. For no plant
Recent rains have helped and if gets much moisture after the
we cut off any diseased foilage ground is frozen be sure to burn
and prune away any weak or destroy the branches and
branches, we may have another aippings as you do your pruning.
flush of lovely roses before frost. They may be hiding place for
It is too late for heavey fer- spor, or eggs of next year's
tilizting, but a very light ap- insects.
plication might help fresh growth If you plan a new flower bed
to develop immediately and bring next spring, get it ready now. Dig
more flowers.
deeply, replace heavy clay with
Climbing roses may be pruned good soil, mixed with peat moss
heavily by the end of September. and compost. Put cinders or
Climbers always need much gravel, or even crushed tin cans
more pruning than bush varieties, in the bottom, pile your good soil
even during the dooming season. in and your bed is ready for
Annuals of many kinds can be planting. You will be so glad you
sown now for earlier bloom next did when spring comes and you
summer. They cost so little and are anxious to get plants or
require so little effort that all of seedlings in the ground_ Unus can at least cover some bare worked soil can be so hard to
spots with the bright colors of handle, especially if we have
annuals. Snapdragons, larkspur, much rain or snow in the early
pansies and others are a few that spring.
When ordering spring blooming
may be planted now. My trouble
is that I want to fill every spot in blubs, be sure to include the Lilythe yard with something, so I flowering tulip. They are, as the
have to guard against a crowded name suggests, very much like a
harum-scarum look.
lily. They come in nearly every
Be sure to keep your azaleas color, have long sturdy stems
well watered during this month, that make them delightful for
as they are beginning to set their cutting, especially since they last
well after being cut.
But time is short, about
12,000,000 bulbs are sent from
TRUCKS AT AUCTION
abroad each year, mostly from
Finance Commissioner Albert Holland, so when they are gone,
Christen announced the Depart- there are no more.
ment of Highways will dispose Some bulbs, of course are
of a number of its trucks and grown—fir-this country, but
other equipment at a public auc- somehow the Holland bulbs are
tion Sept. 24 at the department's among the best. Perhaps there is
something about. the climate
garage at Corydon,
A descriptive list may be ob- there that makes the difference.
But whatever you pinat in the
tained by contacting the Division
Jf Properties, Room 335, Capitol spring, include one new bulb,
Annex, Frankfort, Ky., 40601 — shrub or plant. You will be
constantly amazed at how much
phone (502) 564-4313.
beauty there is to discover in this
world of ours.
CAMPSITES WANTED

POI SALE

ROOF EASY--Apply IlySlam Fibrated Asphalt Aluminum. Let us show you how easy
to apply, how it stops leaks sad
does the job for only 3 cents a
square foot Ask about the special 20 gallon drum price. Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple St
Oct4-C

BY OWNER, new 4-bedroom
house, with garage, den and
kitchen combination. Central
heat and air-conditioning. Built.
in Tappan appliances, two baths.
Call 753-4783.
S-18-C

BY OWNER: on Kentucky Lake, NEW
log house 40' x 34, hand hewn
logs. Louvered windows on
front and back. 1% acres land,
2 baths, two outbuildings to
match house. Call 901-247-5140.
5-13-P

SOCCERED TO 'Epa --Following two days of rioting, thousands of residents of Caserta. Italy, stage a peaceful march
(top) and crowds mill around lloweri in ruins of financial
records in the smashed city tax and treasury offices. The
violence broke out in protest over demotion of a local soccer team to a lower division because of a bribery incident.

Homemakers Plan For
Purchase Area Meeting

Peanuts.

by Charles M. Schulz

co\

TELL HIM THAT 1.4JHAT I-4E HAS
LaiTTEN 15 JUST* GOOP A5 A
LOT OF OTHER THINGS YOU 5EE
BEING POLISHED THESE

WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN, SNOOPY,
15 JU5T AS GOOD AS A LOT OF
OTHER THINGS YOU 5EE BEING
PUBLISHED THESE

•
t •

U911 UBOOLIU
OM WOMMOO on

[ma mum ma
cum riou DOOM
OORRM 001700
ORO
ODV
BOUM] OMMOO
ODEM UUM AMU
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O
ummuan um
303MCM unman
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TO00

30-Medicinal
preparation
31 Partner
32 Beverage
33 Snake
35 Rabbit
enclosures

.3

38-Repetition
39 Tolled
41 Pronoun
42 Nahoor
sheep
44 Behold'
46 Pronoun

1110111111MENIIIIIIMMI11

M. Gardner, Hardin, home furnishings chairman; Mrs. Sam
Howard, Mayfield, clothing
chairman; Mrs. H. G. Butler,
Fulton, publicity chairman.
Plans were also made for the
"Cake Decorating Schools" under the direction of Miss Patricia Everett, Area Foods and
Nutrition Specialist, and the
"Clothing Construction Workshops" under the direction of
Catherine Thompson, Area
Clothing and Textile Specialist
of the University of Kentucky
Extension Service.
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Program
Specialist for the Area, dis-

113° 111111111§4111111111millii
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DOWN
1 Rather have
2-Final
3 Emmet
4 A state
(abbr )
5 Chooses

11111111111111111M161111111111
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Diatr by United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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(AA/QV j4E417 FIVE CENTS,
PLEAsE •

":644/42.
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by Ernie Bushmiller
TOLO
YOU NOT
TO READ IN
A POOR
LIGHT

PROBE SOUGHT
LE Pr.- 1 3

1111111111N11111111Iiiiiiiiilll Sam Ezelle, executive secretary of the Kentucky State AFL11111111M111111111EN °•• CIO,
asked Franklin
Circuit
11111111111

WOOD STOVE in good condition, with jacket. Price $30.00.
TFNC.
Phone 437-3712.

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
6 Stations
7-Academic
1 Plots
subjects
6-Coloring
11.Cyprinofd
substance
fish (pl )
11-Frolic
9-Compass
12-Commands
point
14-Remainder
10 Spoors
15-Endures
11-Talk idly
17-Near
13-Mine
18 Rear part
excavation
o/ ship
16-Poker stake
19-Leases
19-Lift
20-Spanish for
"river"
20-Tear
21-Symbol for
22-Iron
tellurium
23 Flocks
22 Agreements
26 Stories
23-Succor
27-Majorrty
24-Teutonic
28
Harbingers
deity
25-Ceremony
29 Device that
26 Taut
binds things
27 Army meal
together
28 Difficult
29 Near
31 Pinochle
term
37 Symbol for
calcium
34 Defeat
35-Shows concern
36 Hypothetical
force
37 Unit of Siamese
currency
38 Rosters
39 Rural tree
delivery (abbr.)
40 Note of scale
41 Hostelry
42 Secure
43 Courteous
45 Meal
47 Part of
lace (pl )
48 Platform

POR SAO

AKC REGISTERED Basset puppies. Must be seen to be ap10' x 50' PEERLESS mobile preciated. Priced reasonable home with air-conditioner, wash- Call 752-5110 or see at 805 Vine
S-17-C
er, 8' x 20' movable awning Street
SIAMESE KITTENS. Also love- and porch.
LIBRARY SERVICE
Call 489-2842 after
ly German Shepherd pup, AKC, 5:00 p. m.
S-13-C
reduced.
Phone 753-7664. S-124
The Reference Department of
TAPPAN
provincial
SERVICES OFFERED
90
inch
the State Library here is pro- SORRY SAL is now a merry
range, $100.00. Phone 733-7530.
viding a new service for its gal. She used Blue Lustre rug
S-18-C
patrons throughout the state.
and upholstery cleaner. Rent
"Deadline Data on World Affai- electric shampooer $1. Big K.
GOOD UPRIGHT piano, $50.00.
rs" offers a systematic means
S-13-C Phone
753-7550.
S-18-C
of digesting the facts of current
GET RID OF
events. Information is available ASBESTOS SHINGLES, 1,000 GOOD USED GE apartment size
PESTS
lb.
platform
scale,
cans
milk
upon request. Write to Thornton
stove. Only $50.00. Phone 753Connell, Commonwealth of Ken- for milking machine. Phone 4417.
S•15-C
5-15-C
tucky, Department of Public In- 753-1652.
ONE
PONIES.
-ROW
Must
sell.
trailer
Gentle.
type
Dearformation, Capitol Annex Bldg.,
Good for children. Contact 0 born corn picker; one shop
ROACHES
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
B Boone, Jr.
S-15-C made wagon. Jesse Garland,
Carry Germs
phone 753-3354.
SPIDERS
S-15-P
FOR SALE or trade for smaller
Are Poison
boat. 19' day cruiser, Mercury APARTMENT-SIZE gas range.
TERMITES
'ENCOURAGING'
inboard-outboard, perfect con. 1 year old. Call 753-4565. S-18-C
Eat Your Home
dition. Call 753-6565.
S-13-C
PORTABLE Sewing machine.
Kentucky's Governor Nunn told
Locally owned and operatFRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator,
ex- Call 753-8358 or 753-7902.
a caucus of the nation's 30 Reed for 20 years. We can be
S-15-C
publican governors at the Nat- cellent condition, $75.00. Call
reached 24 hours a day.
S-13-C
ional Governors Conference in 753-2832.
CO Today For FREE
Colorado Springs that conditions BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Inspection
look "encouraging" for GOP gub- Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co. A. C. ALLIS-CHALMERS 72
Fiume 733-3914
ernatorial victories this year in Your complete music store. Combine, slightly used. Excellent condition. Dual wheels.
Member Chamber of
Virginia and New Jersey.
Across from post office, Paris,
Phone 345-2225 days, 345-2681
Commerce and Builders
The Kentucky Republican is in Tenn.
nights.
Association. LCP-196
S-15-C
charge of the Republican goverH4-13-C
nors' efforts to elect Republicans
USED FRIGIDAIRE refrigeratin the only two states where gub- WELDER 225 Amp. Lincoln; or. Call 435-3253.
S-16-P
ernatorial elections are to be G. E. 200 Amp portable weldNEW
DECCA
Bees
Guitar,
held this November.
er; 200 Amp. Hornet portable
welder; cutting torch hoses and $119.95 sale price. Will sell at
5-16-P
gauges; portable grinder; drill $75.00. Call 762-2148.
press; welding table; 5" bench '67 TRIUhfPH motorcycle, 650
Phone 753-1914
vise; rod cutter; metal cutting CC, BonnivWe, sharp. See Charband saw. Cali 753-6508.
Located 100 Se. 13M
,
les Doper, 1307 Main St., MurGO TO CHURCH SUNDATI
S-18-C ray.
S-18-P

The Purchase Area Homemak- cussed the program on Consumpes Council at their meeting in er Education that Gov. Nunn
HomeNayfiekl this week completed had requested that the
makers cooperate with. The
plans for the Purchase Area council voted to have an area
Homemakers meeting, which training meeting Sept. 17 to
will be held at First United train leaders to teach this projMethodist Church, Thursday, ect.
Oct. 30 in Fulton.
The program planned for the
meeting inlud "Patriotism, A
Challenge for You," by Robert
Hall and showing of colored PEANUTS
(WHAT CAN
slides of the meeting of the AsDO FOR SOMEONE
sociated Country Women of the PS‘rtAiAreft tgip
OHO 15 IN
door Recreation, U. S. Depart- World at Puerto Rico by Mrs.
54
"REJEC1ICN5LP
Elwood
Lents.
ment of Labor.
SHOCK",
Mrs. Lents announced the guest
The U. S. would pay half the
estimated $600,000 cost if the speaker would be Prof. R. F.
Struck who spoke to the State
project is approved.
Homemakers meeting in Lexington this spring.
Other business that was taken
TAE PocToR
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
up at the council meeting was
is
announcement of the newly apwouu
pointed area chairmen: Mrs. R.
moo

Construction of 100 improved
campsites with customary camp
facilities at Falmouth Lake State
Park is proposed by Kentucky
in an application for a federal
grant from the Bureau of Out-

POR SALE

Court in a suit to direct State
Labor Commissioner John W.
Young to conduct an investigation into wages paid Kentucky
restaurant and hotel workers.
The suit does riot claim the
wages are ooppressive and unreasonable" but merely asks
for an investigation. Ezelle claims
ga that in early June he gave
Young a petition signed by 1,500
ersons requesting an investtion but that no action had
een taken.
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

k.

IF THAT FELLER WASN'T A

P/6 HE COULDA SOLO THEM

THAT'S THAT. NOW WE GOT
ONE MORE PIECE 0'
BUSINESS T' TRANSACT /./

&ATER

ROCKERS FOR FIVE BUCKS
AN' STILL. SHOWED
A CLEAN PROFIT4'

OUTSIDE 0' THE ‘'\ --IT HAD A LL THE ;SIGH;
FACT THAT THEY
COMFORTS 0' NOME
INSISTS YER TAKE
THESE MODERN ..7AtI_S
A B LA RSTED
HAVE SOMETHIN' GOIN'
BATH NOW
./
AN AGAIN -;

4411‘
T. Go. U
—
PIM; mooned
I ••• e, Ile./ hem•••• by••••••iw

Lir Abner

by Al Capp
AH'LLRASSLE
TkioNL.N/sTYLE
THAR'S
AM KNOwS — SUM PTH I '

CL1EAN!!

I N 1/ORE
EYE.r."

•

HOME LEVELED, SIX INJURED
leveled

a

duplex

home

Six injured persons were

in 'Twinsburg. Ohio

hospital.zed after an explosion
A leaking propane gas thnk wai; blamed,

Le.

I.

H FrWHUT
WAS IT?

MAH'
,
INGER,II
1AK11- NOW N/0"

GOT A H I NT 0'HOW
DIRT"/ RASSLIN' KIN
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SIRVICU OPPORID
PROFESSIONAL

SANDBLASTING EQUIPMENT
We are now the distributor for Clemco Sandblasting
Equipment. We can furnish both this equipment and the
sand.

E in good condi:Yet Price $30.00.
12.
TFNC
MED Basset pupseen to be spiced reasonable
Ir see at 805 Vine
S-17-C

I OFFERED

SUNSET BOULEVARD' 3-bedroom brick, 1% baths, fenced
back yard, ail bulit-ins, drapes.
Excellent location and priced
right.

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

EAST Y. MANOR: Ilesutiful
large colonial designed home.
Full basement with fireplace,
double garage, three bedrooms,
two baths, carpeted and a truly
lovely home. Drive out and take
look and call us to show this

WANTED: Day
WAITRESS
shift. Apply in person at University Inn.
TIC

GET RID OF

PESTS

NEW HOME
OPEN FOR INSPECTION

liCHES
V Germs
IDOLS
Poison
MITES
our Home

HELP WANTED
National
Company

'lied and operators. We can be
sours a day.

FOUR-BEDROOM brick on College Terrace. Central heat and
air, 2 baths, double carport.
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer on So. 11th., with income
apartment.

ly For FREE
poetion
753-3914
Chamber of
and Builders
on. LCP-195

''S PEST
ITROL

doors.

153*14
lails St.
•

M. Schulz
ie--,c/Yez

SE

lusluniller

Tan Buren

Al Capp

II
V •/0"
)'HOW

.IN' KIN

4

Excellent opportunity for
advancement.

JACKSON ACRES

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

THIS

WORTH

COUPON

$10.00
On Rental Fee on Any New
Band Instrument

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Phone 753-7575

Dixieland Center

THIS

5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN
7534307

Phone 753 1372 or 753-7196

Please send complete
resume to P.O. Box 32-E,
Ledger & Times.
sl5c

Highway 121 S and Locust Grove Road

CHOICE PROPERTY: 55 acres, BY OWNER - three-bedroom
near Murray, for a Country brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on
Estate, Biding Club or for de- large lot. All electric, central
velopment.
air and heat. Keeneland SubPRACTICALLY NEW 3-bedroom division. $23,000.00. Phone 753
TWO-BEDROOM brick veneer brick home of high quality, 7525.
Sept. 13-C
on Shady Lane, 2 baths, cen- beautiful interior, hardwood
BY
OWNER:
-bedroom
3
brick
floors.
Large
living room, kittral heat and air.
chen-family
room,
ceramic house with income apartment
MANOR: Three-bed- baths, utility room, carport and on South 11th. Telephone 753TIC.
room brick veneer on Guthrie outside storage. On large lot. 2987.
Drive. Large family room, many Will consider lease with a pur- THREE - BEDROOM frame
chase contract.
closets.
house, plastered, built in rouge,
INCOME PROPERTY -as Miller. ONE OF COUNTY'S best 82 carpet, fenced in back yard,
acre
farms,
located 6 miles from
Apartment upstairs rents for
carport with storage. Shown
$120.00 per month, 3 bedr000mi Murray. Has 6-room house with by appointment only. Call 753aluminum siding, good stock
down.
5330.
5-16-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick on barn, tobecoo barn, 18 acre corn
base,
2.79 acre tobacco base,
Sha Wa Court. Double garage,
LOST & POUND
2 baths, central air. Priced re 8.3 acre wheat base. Priced
LOST: five months old kitten,
$325 per acre.
duced.
yellow and white. In vicinity of
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on MagOwner Mason's Chapel. If found please
nolia. 2 baths, central heat and PRICED REDUCED!
-bedroom
in call 753-5018.
home
sell
must
2
5-13-C
Mr.
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on So. Lynn Grove. Assistance in fiAUTOS POR SALE
7th Street. Full basement with nancing available to qualified
buyer. Possession with deed.
fireplace.
1968 BUICK Skylark four door
SPACIOUS NEW brick home in
sedan. Burgandy with beige
-bedrooms,
Westwood.
living
3
CT'ATESBC)ROUGH: Two lovely
vinyl top. Factory air and all
m homes. Carpeted, room, kitchen with built-ins, power. 1968 Buick LaSabre,
beat and air, 2 baths. utility room, 2 ceramic baths, factory air and double power.
carport, outside storage, cenBlue with black vinyl roof. Cain
olSTINCTIVE DESIGN, 4-bed- tral heat and air, plus luxurious and Taylor Gulf Station, Corncarpeting
throughout.
This
room brick on Johnson in
er of 6th and Main.
s..15.c
Keeneland, 2 baths, double ga- home should please the most
1967 CAMERO, automatic transrage, central heat and air. Has discriminating buyer.
NEW 3-bedroom brick home, mission, console in the floor.
everything.
CANTERBURY: 4 - bedroom 1615 Belmonte, in city school Gold with black vinyl roof.
brick. French Provincial design, district. Has central heat and 1967 Mustang, automatic transeverything you'd want in deluxe Mr and fully carpeted. Living mission, 289 motor with factory
room, kitchen-dining room, util- air and power steering and disc
home.
BEAUTIFUL large 3-bedroom ity room, 1% ceramic baths, rakes. Brand new set of rubbrick in Eingswood, large tree- carport and patio.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Stestuded lot. Built for luxurious TO BUY, see us. TO SELL, list •
Corner of 0th sod Milli.
with us.
living.
THREE-BEDROOM brick on FULTON YOUNG Realty, 801
Hermitage. One of a kind beau- and Maple Streets. Office phone 1967 CHRYSLER 300, four door
ty. You must see this to be- 753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton hardtop. Gold with black vinyl
lieve its beauty and liveability Young 753-4948, R. B. Patter- roof, factory air and all power.
son 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson 1968 Chevrolet Impala two-door
753-1534.
hardtop.
Automatic,
power
THRrx-tiEDROOM brick ve- brig
H-S-13-C steering, black vinyl inside.
neer on Keeneland, 2 baths,
carpet, central air. Bargain APARTMENT HOUSE, Trailer Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
priced.
Court, Subdivision-This 15 Corner of 6th and Main. S-15-C
KINGSWOOD: Three-bedroom acre tract of land could be used 1968 PONTIAC Catalina four
brick. Central heat and air, 2 for any of the above. It's lo- door hardtop with factory air,
cated just outside the city Um power steering and brakes.
baths, double garage, carpet. its on blacktop road. Only
green with black vinyl
$1,000.00 per acre.
Real nice and good buy.
roof. 1966 Olds Delta 88 two
LARGE DUPLEX on Dodson. BRAND NEW three bedroom door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
3-bedrooms each tide, vinyl brick located in the city school Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
district and one of Murray's Main.
floors. Extra nice.
S-15-C
KINGSWOOD: lovely large newest, nicest subdivisions. Has
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, built in G. E. appliances in kit1965 FORD Falcon two door,
slate foyer, thermopane glass, chen, central heat and air,
cylinder, automatic, Local
six
double garage, central heat and double carport, outside storage,
concrete drive, excess of cabi- car. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
air. Truly deluxe.
door sedan. Local car. Cain and
135 ACRES on Irvin Cobb nets and storage space. Owner
Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of
will
trade for small house. This
Road, 70 acres pasture. A fine
5-15-C
one also has carpeting and two 6th and Main.
investment, $14,000.
2-ACRE LOT on Penny Road, baths.
FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths,
reasonable.
till ACRES southwest of Lynn den with fireplace, enclosed
garage, central heat and air,
Grove.
NOTICE
ALMO: 3-bedroom frame, acre built in appliances, entry ball,
Fuller Brush needs
YOUR
FOR
carpeting and paved drive are
lot, modern.
just part of the features found call 753-6434.
5-16-C
641 NORTH, 1.2 miles north of In this lovely brick house. It's
city, 9 acres and garage apart- Inside the city school district
ROSEMARY'S
and is a honey.
Beauty
Shop
ment. Good for developing.
ANOTHER NEW ONE-This 753-7122, will run a special on
NEW LISTING on Kirkwood neat three bedroom brick is lo- permanent waves the month of
Three-bedroom brick. Central cated in Bagwell Manor and September. $10.00 permanents.
heat and air, patio, double car- has central heat and air, car- $7.50; $12.50 permanents, $10.port. Two baths, carpet, fire- peting throughout, built in ap- 00; $15.00 permanents, $12.50.
Lace. Distinctive design will pliance,
Jte den, entry
S-13-C
hall patio and many other atto you.
TLY REDUCED price. tractive features. Owner will
New duplex on Peggy Ann. trade.
Two-bedroom and bath apart- EXTRA NICE three bedroom
RUGS A MESS?
ment on each side. Storage. We brick located within walking
Call ._. Professional
know of no better investment distance of M. S. U. This one
Maintenance
has extra large living room, dintocky.
623
Box
LARGE DUPLEX on Hamilton. ing area, earport and beautiful
Calvert City, Ky.
Each apartment has two bed- lot. It's worth the money.
Phone 443-6863
rooms and bath. One apartment SHADY LOT: This four bedUs Shampoo Your Rugi
Let
has large family room and patio. room brick is located on a beauS-13-C
tiful shady lot within walking
Income $000 per month.
distance of groceries and churFOR ALL YOUR Real Estate ches and schools. Has two ANNOUNCING the opening of
needs come by or call GUY baths, large family room, study, Rosemary's Beauty Shop, 1417
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG- carport, outside storage, and Vine Street. Open Monday throENCY at 518 West Main, Na- air conditioning. Owner will ugh Saturday. Phone 753-7122.
tional Hotel Building. Business consider reasonable offer.
Rosemary
Alsup Kondratko,
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone: RbBEFtTS REALTY, 505 West owner and operator.
5-13-C
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise Main Street, telephone 753-1651;
Hoyt
Roberts, night phone 753Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 7338919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
3924; Ray ftoberts, night phone WOULD LIKE transportation
753-5583.
to Louisville. Call 753-6173.
S-15-C
H-1TC
ITC

aAGWELL

has opening in Murray for
to Manager of a retail

double garage. Paneled and heated utility room. Aluminum storm windows and storm

Phone 753-3168 or

Murray Silica Sand, Inc.

\\\,..\\

Large beautiful lot with community water supply. Three bedrooms, two baths, paneled

NEW three-bedroom brick veneer in Bagwell Manor. Cathedral ceiling in living room, 2
baths, nearly finished and very
nice. Moderately priced.
NEW three-bedroom brick in
Meadow Green Acres, garage.
Nice and moderately priced.

If this type of equipment fits your needs, we invite you
to call us for further information.

Industrial Road

den, all cabinet kitchen with Tappan range and vent hood. Carpeted throughout. Paneled
BELMONT:
3-bedroom
ON
brick, 2 baths, double garage,
carpet, central heat and air.'
N. 18TH STREET: 3-bedroom
concrete block house. Electric
heat, large beautiful lot, $7,500.

residential

sainting. Brush, roll, spray. fief-

REAL !ETATS FOR SALM

SAL'
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COUPON

On Any New Piano In Stock
- September Only -

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

NOTICE

MOMS

SAF-T-BILT

TIRES

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

0-111111110111111111116,
•

•

.
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YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to
check on the price of these tires!

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth 8, Main

Phone 753-5862

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

Black Top
Raving
No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates
contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
jI7c

WORTH

$100.00

LAND SURVEYORS, Progressive Engineering Firm has opening for the positions of Rodman,
Chainman. Experience preferred but not required, salary
CARD OF THANKS
open. Call 753-8050 or contact
Ted F. Billington Consulting EnThe family of Harley Hale gineer. Box 422, Murray, Ky.
wishes to take this opportunS-16-C
ity to express our deepest apDixieland Center
WANTED:
general officer workpreciation for the many kind
expressions of sympathy, the er. Typing and bookkeeping esgifts of flowers, and wonderful sential. Apply.to P. 0. Box 32-T
WANTID TO BUY
food offered at the passing of giving complEte resume. 5-16-C
our dear husband and beloved
WOULD LIKE TO buy large
father. Special thanks to the
amount of good quality hay.
personnel at Westview Nursing
Call Lynn Robinson, EirkseY,
AUTOS POOL SALE
Home, Dr. Donald Hughes, the
Ky., 489-3801.
5-15C
ministers, and the Bialock-Cole
1956 FORD -tiro-tOn truck with
roan Funeral Home. We shall
always retmember you always grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
WANTED: Used practice piano,
and may God's richest blessings
good condition. Call 753-4828.
rest on you.
S-18-P
1967 AUSTIN-HEALY
3,000
Mark HI White convertible,
Mrs. Flora Hale,
mint condition. Will consider
and children
any reasonable offer. Phone
AUTOS POIlt SALE
1TP 753-4996.
5-19-C

erelleet Free estimates. Phone
751-34116.
Sept-16C

Phone 753-7515

FOR RENT
NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one block from campus.
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5962.
Sept. 30-C

WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and additions. Phone 753-3366.
Oct-10-C
WILL DO baby sitting in my
home while mother works, references. Call 753-8455. S-14-NC
PROFESSIONAL Carpet clean
log in your own home. Also
Door stripping and rewaxing.
For free estimate call MURRAY
CARPET AND FLOOR CARE,
436,211)3 or 753-7366.
5-1.6-P

FOR

MIT

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for college boys. Phone 753- TWO-BEDROOM' trailer. 1%..
TIC
7381 days, 753-5108 after 5:00 baths. Phone 733-3895.
pm:
TIC BEDROOM for gild, Share kitTWO-BEDROOM trailer, carpet chen. Located 307 So. 8th St.,
S-15-C
and air conditioned. Call 753- phone 753-3100.
7920.

S-15-C ONE-BEDROOM furnished apartunfurnished ment with air conditioner,
TWO-BEDROOM
duplex. Couple only, or with one phone 753-8555. Couples only.
S-18-C
1965 OLDS 88, four door hard- child. Phone 753-8067.
5-15-C
top with factory air, power
steering and brakes. 1963 Chev- NICE ROOM, single or double ROOMS for college boys. Air
rolet, four door sedan. Cain for boys. One block from Camp- conditioned, private entrance,
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- us. Private parking. Phone 753- two blocks from University. Call •
6243.
S-19-C 753-4828.
er of 6th and Main.
5-8-C
HOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom. VISIT Univeri..ty Heghti Mcle
practically new, near college.
1962 CHEVY II Nova two door Mobile Home Village, 753-3895. Homes Park on North 16th St.,
only two miles frotn Campus.
hardtop. 1961 Ford station waS-16-NC Wide completely paved streets,
gon. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main. LARGE SPACE for mobile natural gas and cablevision
available. We have two 1968
S-154 homes for rent at Mobile Home
mobile homes for rent and we
Village on Bailey Road, near
also have a limited number of
utilities,
Phone 753College,
spaces available. For addition1963 FORD Galaxie 500, four 3895.
S-16-NC
al information phone 753-6565
door sedan. 1949 Chevrolet pickS-18-C
up truck. 1963 Olds 88 four TWO-BEDROOM 10' x 50' house or 753-7'7'70.
door sedan. Double power. Cain trailer, private lot, 3 blocks
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- from university. Call 753-7833 GARAGE APARTMENT for two
5-13-C
er of fith and Main.
5-15-C or 753-5709.
college boys. Located So. 15th
S-19-NC
TWO-BEDROOM, 10' x 52' trail- St. Phone 753-3040.
er, air-conditioned, electric heat,
apartment for
1964 FORD Fairlane station wa- one mile from city limits on FURNISHED
gon. Real good mechanically. Large nice lot. Highway 121, boys behind Five Points BarbeS-16-C
1964 Ford Custom four door se- southeast. Call 753-5109. S-13-P cue. Call 753-6564.
clan. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaTWO
HOUSE
trailers;
one
$30
tion. Corner of 6th and Main. TWO-BEDROOM trailer, air-con- month. One $60 month.
Also
lot
ditioned,
electric
heat.
Rent
S-15-C
$50.00 per month. Call 489-3623 for private trailer. Call 4362323
S-16-C
S-13-C
FURNISHED HOUSE, five-bed1966 PLYMOUTH four door se LARGE, beautiful, modern moroom, on Kentucky Lake. Call
bile
home.
Call
after
m.,
5
p.
mechanically.
good
Real
dan.
436-2323.
5-16-C
753-8333.
5-13-C
New tires. 1968 Chevy 11 station
wagon. Cain and Taylor Gulf FURNISHED
LARGE
house
on
Main
Street
house on lake
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
front lot at Panorama Shores. near high school. Call 753-5152
S-15-C Call 436-5669.
5-16-C
S-15-P or 753-1629.

OPPORTUNITY
RICHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
•‘k
HAND
WITH
*SELL.itt
e
•
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Teenage Boy Hacks
Brother To Death

MURRAY. RENTU C

James

Y
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_lames Sparkman

(Continued Pram Pogo Owe)
(Continued From Page Om)
4ER
Associatioa which means car- achievements at Fort Donelson
rying a record of your medical in February, 1862.
and health history at all times.
With only a few hours drill as
a°Decut.
The nation's doctors believe heavy artillerists they defeated
this simple persJnal pr.tet'..on the newly invented Federal
can enable them to save so gunboats, at that time considered
many lives that it will become invulnerable, and they let not one
the leading health and safety succeed in passing the battery.
program, according to AMA exCaptain Sparkman was capPolice called to the scene
ecutives and those working on tured at Fort Donelson on Feb.
dead;
15,
Mitchell,
found Daniel
the idea for several years," 16, 1862. and transferred to
and two sisters, Donna, 7, and according
to Joseph Berry who
Diane, 14, severely injured.
is associated with the program. Johnson's Island, on Sept. I, 1862
takMitchell,
17,
was
Michael
In addition to this value the being transferred to Vicksburg,
en into custody and charged work can
tremendously reduce Miss. As he was being herded into
with homicide. He will be ar- personal
suffering and hospital a prison compound at Vicksburg,
morning.
Monday
raigned
authorities believe it might re- a northern officer noting the
Both young girls were deduce their load by as much as Shriner's pin which he wore,
clared in critical condition at
twenty percent. Employers es- pulled him out of line and poinJersey City Medical Center.
timate
that the billions of dol- ting to the pin said. "Masonry is
The incident occurred at the
DEAR ABBY: Recently you answered in your column
in
lars
unnecessary lost man thicker than any blood that has
Mitchell residence here about
hours can be greatly reduced ever flowed." He was kept that it was better for children to learn the facts of life from
12:30 a.m.
captive on his honor after that. an "informed, responsible educator" than in the home where
by such information.
"We don't know why he did
Capt. Sparkman lost his life the parents equated sex with sin, etc. In other words,
In being first in the nation
you
it," police said. "He just went to extend
during
the seige of Port Hudson, were pushing sex
this
service
to
driveducation in the schools.
berserk. We are still investi- ers,
Mr. Blalock is actually laun- La., the last Confederate
That sounds all right, but how do we know that the
gating."
ching the program for all Ken- stronghold on the Mississippi. school
teachers are "informed and responsible?" Some
tucky clerks since
Kentucky The day he was wounded some of
will be the first state to so his men had warned him on more friends of mine said they are sure their sixth grade daughter
than one occasion that he might Is being taught by a COMMUNIST teacher who is trying to
Peel Bryant of the Tigers is Mille swarm ed by four Henry County Patriots as he atportect their drivers.
get hit, as he seemed to be getting break down the morals of our youth by telling them there is
tempts to turn the corner on an end run. Patriots pictured are Jim Cullivan (15) Alan
Medical Identification
has
nothing wrong with "sex." I heard, too, that one 12-yearlong had the endorsement of a bit careless.
Harris (60), Gary Swore,(71) and Bill Culllvan (87).
He said, "Boys, they haven't old boy had his head so filled with sex at
all doctors and those in the
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
school he went
(Cont!r.uod From Page Ona) fields of
health including state dug that lead out of the ground home and tried to "practice" on his little sister.
yet
that
will
me
get
"
A
short
provide Murray fans with the health departments. This month
It has been proved that sex education has been the
best possible half-time enter- the program had full endorse- time later they were having ruination
of the Scandinavian countries. Do we want that to
tainment.
ment of all government medi- difficulty getting a cannon to fire happen here?
ALSO CONCERNED
had
and
called
him
to
help.
Phil Shelton, director of the cine under The Department of
(Continued From Pies Om)
According to one account, he
(Continued Prom Page One)
Tiger Band, feels the band is Health, Education and Welfare.
DEAR
CONCERNED:I recently returned from COPENroll moved to the two yard line
going to live up to last year's
The organization founded to had jumped up on the breast- HAGEN, DENMARK, and noticed no "ruination"
"What If There Were No
where Jimmy Brandon slashed
there. In
works when a piece of shell cut
freshmen and transfer students National Championship Band carry out this
national program his powder flask, driving
over for the score. McCuiston Love?" will be the subject of and their parents.
it into fact their sex crime rate is far lower than ours, and declinthough
even
70
of
the
of
100
the
memdoctors
in
the
Kentucky is his leg. Another account, related ing steadily.
sermon by Bro. Bill Threet
attempted to pass for the exIt is scheduled for 1:30 p.m bers are freshmen and sopho- chartered and based
in Murray. to his grandson, was that he was
tra point but it failed. 2:41 was at the 10:40 Sunday morning Sunday, September 14, in the
I. too, heard the tale about that 12-year-old boy, but thus
mores.
An unusual phase of the proservices at the Seventh and
left in the half.
standing
picking
powder
into
far
the
no
one has been able to provide me with his name.
ballroom of the Waterfield StuLast night at the Murray- gram is that it is the first healDogged by hard luck the Poplar Church of Christ.
touch-hole when a shell hit the
dent Union Building.
Recently
I have been deluged with material from
Henry
County
th
ballgame,
and
safety program ever ground near his feet, and piece
tb e
The scripture reading from
Henry team attempted to get
a
Murray State President and Band performed several drills planned to serve
the public at of shrapnel cut the inside of his anti-sex education organisations. One in particular sent a
their game off the ground and John 15:9-17 will be Max Far- Mrs. Harry M. Sparks will join
questionnaire that supposedly was being used in our Junior
to "Host of Freedom," "Free- no cost to the individual or tax
leg.
deep in their own territory tri- ley. Opening and closing pray- deans of the schools, departdom City," "Tiger Victory payers. Executive Director of
According to those who saw it, High schools. 1, too, was appalled to see such "advanced"
ed a fake kick. Murray took ers will be led by Josiah Dar- ment heads and other UniverMarch" and "DeMolay Com- the program, Joseph N. Berry, the wound was
over the ball on the Henry 20 nall and Edgar Lamb
deep, but clean, questions. Upon investigation, I learned that this questionsity officials in welcoming the mander" under the baton of
The
six
p.
m.
evening
the says, "there is more Calloway and likely wouldn't have naire was NOT used in our public schools. It was used for
service
with 51 seconds left in the half.
students
new
and
parents
their
twin Drum Majors Suzanne and Kentucky money in Fitt- amounted to much in our present pre-marital counselling! Quite
McCuiston sped to the 11 and sermon topic will be "The pow- to the University.
a difference!
Jones and Brenda Richardson. State Red-Card Programs and day, with the use of antibiotics.
Why don't YOU check out what you hear? Go to school
once again the Carroll to Wil- er of Christ" with the scripture
highlights
Other
the
of
week
Majorettes Linda Boyd, Co- all Medical Identification work
He was hospitalized in a field and ask to see the material being used,
liams pass netted a touchdown. reading from Mark 14:1-9 by :nclude:
and talk to the
nic Lowry, Nancy Jones, Nancy than any other kind and so It tent and lived ten days, with Abe
The run attempt for the extra Wilson Hughes. Opening and
teachers who teach the courses. They will cooperate and you
is
only
closing
Diuguid,
fair
that
prayers will be led by
our own people Fitzgerald nursing him until his,
Marilyn Simons, CinA get-acquainted dinner and
point failed.
will be much relieved.
death on June 5, 1863. He was
The third quarter was 'core- Willard Ails and Walter Con- fellowship hour far new girl dy Parker and Debbie Lee did should be first to benefit".
And don't worry about the quality for political
a
The
snappy
ner.
drivers
two
baton
program
is
buried
routine
the
at
the
scheduled
to
campus,
foot
for
of a large beech
on
leis and Murray's final tally
persuasion
I of our schoolteachers. In a class of 36 students,
second
"Shadow
phase
Announcement
of
of
Your
s will be by Thursday, September 18, at 5:30
the local or- tree. Cal Miller, a relative, made
Smile."
came in the fourth period with
Lenith Rogers and the song p.m. in the Student Union The Band Will travel to May- ganization's plans. Their school the casket from some rough the teacher has 36 "watchdogs." For children go home and
8:23 left in the ball game.
field next week to support the program will eventually be plac- boards. His sword was wrapped tell their parents everything.
Porter McCuiston had inter- service will be directed by Jo- Building ballroom.
ing the National Standard Card in two greasy blankets and put in
During the evening, a girl Tigers.
cepted a Henry pass on the siah Darnall.
who has been at the University Preceding the Tiger bunt on on sixty million children an- the casket with his body. Of
Henry 30 and moved to the
DEAR ABBY: The young married woman across the hall
previously will be assigned to the field was the Henry Coun- nuttily. This program too was course they expected to bring his from me accepted $500 from her
Patriot 5 yard line. A penalty
father-in-law for having
each of the newcomers to heti) ty Patriot band who also pre- fine launched in Calloway and remains home when the war was "given up" smoking. [She is
put the ball back to the Henry
pregnant.]
Yet she comes over
surrounding
over,
however conditions during
counties in 1963.
them get acquainted and to sented a fine performance to
38. Johamy Williams movhere at least once a day and begs a cigaret off me. I like
Since over fifty percent of the the
reconstruction
this
period
show them around the Murray the large crowd.
ed the ball to the 35, the 33,
person a lot, and hate to refuse her, but I don't like being
citizens hold drivers license, prevented this.
a
campus. The dinner is sponsorthen the 28. The Tigers hit
the combined school and drivIt was not until 1908 that a party to this sort of deception. Any suggestions?
ed by the Women's Student
pay dirt as Johnny Williams
ers programs will extend this group of Maury Countians made
The funeral for Mrs. Zetrs Government.
A FRIEND
sailed a pass to Steve Tinsley
Gargus
pnatection to over eighty-five- a trip to Port Hudson trying to
of
Panorama
Shored
will
Another is scheduled for Frito make the score 30 to 0.
DEAR
FRIEND: Tell her! But be prepared to see your
percent of the nation's total locate his resting place. His
Once again the kick attempt be held today at 2:30 p. m. at day, September 19, when three
brother-in-law, William Hilt had friendship go up in smoke.
,.l of the Nam R. Chur- lectures on the "Prevention of
tailed.
.population. Those not coming said that even
as he was being
bral Home with Rev. Assaults on Women" will be
The ball game was plagued by chill under either group will find buried the
Thomas
Pereira
mighty Mississippi
officiating.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has an 83-year-old great aunt
presented at the University by
numerous penalties with Henearth
The
Murray
Branch
easily
the
of
available from was cutting against the bank. In
Nephews will serve as pall- Frederick Storaska, Raleigh.
who
is a darling woman. Most of her friends are gone now,
ry County losing 105 yards in
American Association of Uni- their doctor, health department,
penalties and the Tigers 45 bearers and burial will be in N. C., and nationally-recognized versity Women will have a pot- employer, insurance companies 1908 no traces could be found of and we are her only relatives within the immediate area, so
his grave.
the South Pleasant Grove Ceme- researcher on assaults on woyards.
on Sundays she cooks Sunday supper and invites us. Her
luck supper on Tuesday, Sep- and others cooperating in this Though he sleeps in
an unHenry County garnered 7 tery with the arrangements by men and authority on methods tember 16
safety
work.
.
,
at
6:30
at
p.
the
in.
marked
soldier's
the
Max
H.
grave,
Churchill Funeral of prevention. his cooking isn't what it used to be, but we can stand that. It's
first downs with the Tigers makThe carrying of medical cards memory lives on in
Mason Nursing Building on the
the
hearts
Home.
of the roaches! She isn't careful about her housekeeping, and
The lecture will be presented Murray State University cam- has been required by law
ing 8.
in
the bugs are everywhere. Crawling up on the table, in the
those
who
admire
a
life
given
Mrs.
in
Ray,
age
57,
died
Thurs.
touchdown
Murray lost one
twice during the afternoon in pusmany countries for years. Exe- devotion to duty.
sugarbowl, etc.
attempt when Tripp Williams day at the Murray-Calloway Cia- Rooms 3 and 4 of the Studer.t
All prospective and present cutives of AMA and other meThe late Congressman, Robert
I just cannot accept another invitation to eat at her
received a fine pass from Dan- unty Hospital.
Union Building and at 730 members are urged to be pres- dical groups are emphatic
A. (Fats) Everett, was a great house! My children
in
Survivom
are
her
husband,
was
Murray
on
Carroll
as
ny
have positively refused to go there. She is
p.m. in the auditorium of the ent for this first get together their opposition to any such great nephew of
his. Although a very sensitive
their own 45 yard line. Williams Delmer Ray; four sisters, Mrs newly-completed addition to the of the year. Each member will legislation for our
woman and I hate to come right out and tell
Capt.
people,
Sparkman
has
Berno
direct
Beckham
Cooper, Mrs. Harmon university school.
took the pass in, but began to
be contacted by telephone soon. ry said. They prefer the Amer- descendants in the county, he has her the honest truth, so I've been making excuses until I am
lose the hall as he sped toward Whitnell, Mrs. Roza Nance, The first of the lectures,
Officers announced that this ican idea of free choice by the a number of collateral descen- blue in the face.
the Patriot goal line. The ball and Miss Layerne Gargus; one scheduled for 2 p.m., will be year all meetings are
Can you offer a suggestion for handling this very touchy
to be individual with the belief that dants, from his brother John,
brother,
William Gargua.
was fumbled on the Henry 5
given for interested women of held in the members' house. our people will readly accept who married Martha Penelope situation in a diplomatic way? I told
my husband that she is
where Henry took over.
Murray and the surrounding Topics to be discussed are "The the values of such personal sal- Dodson; his sisters Narcissa who HIS great aunt, and
HE should tell her, but he refuses as he's
Murray's pass defense was
area. Another, set for 4 p.m., Human Use of Urban Space t,y for everyone, especially the first married Jay Godwin, then afraid she
wouldn't take it very well.
vastly improved last night and
will be for townswomen unable and Can Man Survive".
S.E.G. Jack: Nancy who married
ation's children.
time and again an alert ilgar
STUMPED IN INDIANA
to attend the 2 p.m. lecture
Luke Sumner White, and Edna
Selected members will serve
broke up a pass. A Danny Carand for University women-stu- as leaders of each monthly The local organization is ser- who married Brown Kinzer.
DEAR
STUMPED: It Is highly unlikely that an 83-yearroll pass was intercepted by
dentl and female faculty and meeting to be held on the se- ving medical schools, hospitals
old woman is going to change the quality of her housekeepseveral
b
and
ranches
of
Henry's Alf Caldwell early in
govstaff
members
Miss Paulette Markovich will
unable to attend cond Tuesday of each month.
ing at this late date, so if you refuse to eat with roaches
ernment medicine including
the third period, however Van be installed as worthy
[and
advisor the evening session.
I don't blame you) continue to decline her dinner
hospitals.
VA
Dr.
Haverstock intercepted a Pat of Murray Assembly
Thomas
L
invitaOnly women students at the
No. 19
Shinnick, M. D., Medical Contions, saying YOU like to cook on Sundays, and invite HER
Vogel pass in the waning sec- Order of the Rainbow for
Girls University will be admitted for
sultant
of
Division
the
to your house.
of
onds of the third period. An- at the meeting to be held
Emerthe
evening lecture. There is
on
gency Health Service, Departother Vogel pass was intercept- Tuesday, September 18, at
se- no charge for any of the lecEverybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
ment of Health, Education and
ed in the fourth period by Por- ven p. m. at the Masonic
Hall. tures.
(Continued From Page One/
Welfare has contacted the Murreply write I. Abby, Box MN, Los Angeles. Cal. MO,
ter McCuiston in the final perOther activities scheduled
The new worthy advisor elect
and
ray organization. He will come Mrs. Gerald Gallimore gave the enclose a stasaptef, self-addressed envelope.
iod which led to the fifth touch- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. for the first week of school in.
to Murray in the near future devotion. Mrs. Jerry Thompson,
down for the Tigers. On this Jotm P. Markovich of Cairo, 21 ude:
Rudolph Howard, minister of to discuss with Mr. Berry and secertary, read the minutes
Rate to write letters? Send S1 to Abby, Box MOO,
pass McCuiston picked the pass Ill. She is a senior at Murray
and
Sunday, September 14, a music at
Lae
the First Baptist local doctors their ideas and Mrs. Harold Wilkinson gave the Ample,. Cal. Mel, for
from the air on his 35 and sped High School.
Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
freshman orientation meeting, Church,
Murray, will direct the methods for making Medical treasurer's report.
to the Paris 5 yard line. Once
for
All
Occasions."
The retiring worthy advisor beginning at 6 p.m. officials singing
during the revival ser- Identification
more
again later in the final quarter is Kiss Patricia Evans.
Mrs. Gerald Ray gave a requickly
will meet with the new students vices to be
held
at
the
First serve the entire nation.
Paul Bryant snatched a Vogel
port for the ways and means
to explain policies, procedures, Baptist
Church, Benton, Seppass from the air. Bryant playcosts, and dormitory and camp- tember 14-21.
Mr. e•erry says they are pres- committee. Each club member
was given new yearbooks with
ed aggressive ball and put on
us life regulations. Interested
Dr. Clyde Francisco, John R. ently having inquiries for ser- the programs
.ene of the best performances
for the year.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
parents are invited.
Sarapey Professor of Old Test- vice from New York to the west
from the Tiger reserves.
Refreshments were served
coast
and
they
expect
to
take
ament
Interpretation at the
by the hostesses, Mrs. Ed RusVan Haverutock, another TigMonday, September 15, an
the Drivers Program into TenTHURMONT. Md. — White House Press Secretary Ronald
sell, Mrs. Steve Knott, a n d
er reserve also turned in a good
academic orientation meeting Southern Baptist Theological nessee and Ohio
as quickly as
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, to the Ziegler, explaining President Nixon's suspension of B-52 raids
night's work getting in several
for freshmen students, is set Seminary in Louisville, will be the Kentucky
Program is movFuneral services for Ray. Kuy- for 9 a.m. in the University the preacher in the revival serin Vietnam during this week's Communist cease-fire:
fine tackles with Johan'
, WII
ing well. Other states will be eight members and one guest,
vices.
kenciall
have
been
scheduled
Mrs. Lowry. Mrs. J. W. Jones,
hams and Rodney Lowe.
for Auditorium. At this time the
"We wanted to determine whether this cease-fire period
The guest preacher will teach served as rapidly as funds and past
Murray feria were pleasingly two p.m. Monday at the chapel new students will meet the
president, was also pre had any political significance beyond the death of Ho Chi Minh."
personnel
permit.
the
book
of
Malachi
from 8:30
suprised to see the Murray of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral faculty advisors who will help
Mr. Blalock says any driver sent.
until 10:00 Monday and SatHigh Tigers passing attack with Home.
plan their courses of study.
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license will not be reSPACE CENTER, Houston — Astrophysicist E. L. Fireman.
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again Haverstock and Rodney
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Lowe forced Vogel to eat the lando, Fla. He was a member organization, its policies, proa picture of
of the
First Presbyterian cedures and benefits will be exInterested in forming a non- a "bunny" is being used to promote
ball.
an international blind-dating
denominational Christian Chur- scheme:
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vels to Mayfield where they position of Food Controller at
A street dance, sponsored by
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Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Building.
A second street dance is "poisonous and insidious" fum campaign on Sunday, Septem- use the South Third Street enha Pay Lamb Kuykendall and
trance across from Crass FurniThursday, es which killed her
(Centinereill Frogs Page Ono/
one daughter, Miss Velinda scheduled for 7 p.m
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chapter
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ber, the late Miss Lulu Young, The amusal family picnic of
Mrs. Pilsnik said she h a
CD Rescue Squad is condbcting Jacobus of Johnstown, Ohio;
kept the birds preserved in who died from this disease last Temple Hill Lodge No 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will be
HOSPITAL PATIENT
roadblocks at several intersect- five brothers, Bruce and Charplastic in her freezer since their Year She had served as an ofheld on Sunday, September 14,
chapter.
FHA
of
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the
Murray today and Sun- lie of Louisville, Ted and Frank
.)an. 12 death.
.
after the 11 a. m. chutch serMrs. Tresse Steely is a patient "I froze them in ease
WE WILL ES CLOSED ...
chairman
Mathis
is
day in order to raise money to of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Eugene
of
Nancy
heed
at the
Vanderbilt Hospital, them for the court case," she this- committee and is assisted vices Members and families
pay far the fire truck and fin of Johnstown, Ohio.
Fres 11:64 am. te 1:011 p.m. Dee Chunk
are
asked to meet at the Lodge
Now
Nashville, Tenn.
by Christi Cooper, Nancy McInce squad activities.
said.
Hell after church.
('lain, and Amy Wilson.
JERSEY CITY, N. J. (UPI)—
A teen-age boy hacked his
Younger brother to death with
an ax early today. Then, According to police, be attacked
two other children in the family with the implement while
his parents looked on helpless-

Sex classes taught
by Communists?

By Abigail Van Buren

Tiger Band

MURRAY HIGH...

Sermon Topics For
Sunday Are Given

Activity

Mrs. Zetra Cs. Ray
Rites Held Today

Murray AAWU Will
nave Slipper Meet

Paulette Markovich
Is Worthy Advisor

Rudolph Howard To
Direct Singing At
Benton Revival

Hazel Club

Quotes From The News

Ray Kuykendall
Funeral Is Monday

Non-Denominational
Christian Church
Meet Is Planned

Suit Filed Against
No-Stick Coating Co. Cystic Fibrosis
Drive Is Sunday
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WALLIS DRUG

WILL BE OPEN THIS SUNDAY
for your Drug,Prescription

and Sundry Needs
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